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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Statement of the Problem
As the title indicates, this thesis is concerned with
the personnel program at the Massachusetts State College; the
immediate purpose is to analyze the present personnel program
at the College #| the ultimate objective, however, is to show
from this analysis the need for and possibilities of uevelou-
ment in these services.
Before any consideration can be given the specific pro-
blem, a rather detailed explanation of what may be considered
as personnel services at the College seems advisable, ihe
writer realizes that there has been no clear definition at the
institution regarding what should be construed as personnel
services and what should not; he has, therefore, been forced
to make more or less arbitrary determinations, Ihe following
definition of scope is, nonetheless, in keeping ith the common
conception of collegiate personnel services and with the prac-
tice now fbllowed at this College.
B. Definitions
The development of personnel services has been greatly
retarded in imerican colleges, in general, ana at the teassa-
#
Throughout this study the noun "College", when capitalized,
refers specifically to the Massachusetts ^tate College.
chusetts State College, in particular, by the lack of a clear
conception, on the part of educators, of just wh ,t constitutes
a sound personnel program. JUch vagueness is not inexplicable,
since many of the services now classified as personnel work
were instituted to meet a particular need of the College, with-
out reference to any particular educational policy. It has
been only in recent ye urs that .an attempt has been made to
designate these services and, in some instances, combine them
in a distinct program.
\ common description of the personnel point of view has
been, that it seeks to 'individualize education", and as a
descriptive phrase this inuicates the essential object of a
personnel program. For our purpose a more specific definition,
such as that suggested by Crawford, is necessary:
"Personnel work as a whole may be regarded as a means
whereby the individual's total educative experience
may be most effectively related to his personal needs
and potentialities." (3:405).
ihis concept has been similarly expressed by a co i.ittee of
the jnerican College Personnel association:
"Personnel work in a college or university is the sys-
tematic bringing to bear on the individual student all
those influences, of whatever nature, which will sti-
mulate him and assist him, through his own efforts, to
develop in body, mind, and ch racter to the limit of
his individual capacity for growth, and helping him to
apply his powers 30 developed most effectively to the
jork of the world." (5:10).
These aefinitions, however, might well be appliec to the
whole educative process rather than to a specific phate of it.
The enumeration of specific services carried on urxler a per-
sonnel program should clarify and define the scope of edu-
cational personnel work.
Since this study is concerned only with the program at
the Massachusetts
.-state College, it should be sufficient to
include in the list only those services that are adaptable to
the objectives and conditions of the College.
Personnel services that are now, or mi,;ht well be, con-
sidered in the College's personal program are:
U The interpreting of the institution's objectives and
opportunities to prospective stuuents and to secon-dary educators.
2. The selecting and adn itting of students.
3. The orienting of the student to his educational en-
vironment.
4. The providing of a diagnostic service to help the
student discover his abilities, aptitudes, and
objectives.
5. The assisting of the student to aetermine his corrse
of study in the light of his past achievements, in-
terests, and the diagnostic findings.
6. The assisting of the student to improve his own
effectiveness in regard to study habits, personal
appearance, speech, emotional, mental, and religious
attitudes, etc.
7. The providing of supervision for the student's phy-
sical and mental health, including such environmen-
tal factors as housing and eating facilities.
8. The coordinating of financial aid and part-time em-
ployment •
9. The keeping of a cumulative record for each student,
and the making it available to the proper persons.
10. The assisting of the student to find appropriate
employment upon le ving the institution.
11. The carrying on of studies and research in all of
these services.
MM
This may seem to be a rather elaborate enumeration of
the non-instructive aspects of the college educational system;
it will be noted, however, that they are all concerned with
the individual student's educational adjustment and complete
development. There have been some educators, who, fearing
the over-emphasis upon administrative and non-curriculum as-
pects of education, have demanded an explanation of why per-
sonnel services should receive more and more attention, act-
ually there is no sharp demarcation between course instruction
and personal guidance} every member of the faculty is a per-
sonnel official. The most elaborate personnel program would
be a hollo* sham without the active cooperation of each in-
structor and administrator connected with the institution. It
has been to supplement the efforts of the teaching staff in
a now hi^ly complex educational system that definite personnel
offices and programs have been instituted. * brief historical
background of personnel programs in generJ. will give a clearer
conception of the part they have come to play in the present
eauc ational system.
C. Historical Background
To indicate the beginnings of those ideas which have
evolved to the present concept of educational personnel work
would carry one far beyona the limits of this stuuy. The pur-
pose of this sketch is to point out the important milestones
in the development of educational personnel work, iron, its
early conception by far-sighted educators, through the period
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of experimentation with techniques and their evaluation, to
the present general practices.
The work of Gattell at Columbia University in 1894, ./here
he instituted a testing program for students in their first
and fourth years, may be termed the beginning of a distinct
personnel program. Ke says in an article published at that
time:
"Tests such as we are now making are of value both for
the advancement of science and for the inform ti on of
the student who is tested. It is important for science
to learn how people differ and on what factors these
differences depend. If we can disentangle the complex
influences of heredity and environment we may be able
to apply our knowledge to guide human develooment. then
it is well for each of us to know in what way he differs
from others. e may thus in soroe cases correct defects
and develop attitudes aaich we might otherwise neglect."
(2) •
As early as 1906, President Earper, of the University of
Chicago, expressed the ideal of individualized education that
has subsequently become the objective of personnel workers.
\t that time he made the following observations and predic-
tions:
"Today the professor's energy is practically exhausted
in his study of the subject which he is to present to
the student. In the tirae that is coming, provision
must be maae, either by regular instructors or by those
appointed especially for the purpose, to study in de-
tail the man or woman to vhom instruction is offered.
Just as at present, in many institutions, every student
upon entrance receives a careful physical examination,
for the discovery of possible weaknesses, and for the
provision of special corrective exercises so in the
future it will be a regular function of the college to
make a regular diagnosis of each stuuent.
This will be made with special reference to his char-
acter, intellectual capacity, personality, special
tastes, and social nature uch a diagnosis, <hen
made, would serve as the basis for the selectioi of
studies. • • • • •
.
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xhe data thus gathered will determine the character of
the advice given to the student.......
This feature of twentieth-century college education
will come to be regarded as of greatest importance, ^nd
fifty years hence ,111 nrevail as widely as it now is
lucking. (8;32ff ).
The first significant use of intelligence and objective
aptitude tests was maae during the Great war. The problem of
selecting rapidly and effectively the personnel for the nu-
merous army positions presented not only a challenge to modern
psychologists, but also an excellent opportunity for carrying
on a testing program that included many thousands of men with
varied intelligence. From the impetus created by this emergency
program, hundreds of intelligence and aptitude tests have been
constructed - or industrial and educational use.
In 1926 the personnel idea had so penetrated the educa-
tional systems of the country th t L. B. Hopkins undertook a
survey of the services offered by fourteen institutions of higher
learning to aetermine the point of view that actuated personnel
programs. (10). Within the past year, J. £• Walters, repre-
senting the juerican College Personnel association, conducted
a survey to determine the nature and scope of college personnel
work. The results of this survey have not as yet been published)
it seems safe to say, however, that very considerable growth in
the importance of personnel services will be irt,icitea«
^uch a growth appears to be the inevitable result of in-
creasing enrolments, greater demands for specialization of
function within the educational system, recognition of the
reality of individual differences, and the sincere attempt
for better individual adjustments.
8-
CK\PTKH II
DESCRIPTION OF PRESfcKT PE*SONN£L PMMI
This section of the study will be devoted chiefly to
a rather detailed description of the various phases of the
personnel services as they are now carried on at Massachu-
setts Jtate College. 3efore this analysis, however, a few
comments upon the purposes and objectives of this institution
seem pertinent, in oruer that the relation of personnel ser-
vices to the whole educative process may be more clearly re-
cogniz ed.
a. The College as a State Institution
"It is often asserted,—some times, apparently as
a cloak for superficial thinking—that the purpose
of the college is not subject to definition. Jut
we believe that until wisdom and ingenuity iiive
e xpression to this purpose, until it be nude per-
sonally intelligible to every man connected with
the college, and rigorously apolied in tte consi-
deration of every phase of the life of the college.,
cannot hope to pursue a consistent or successful
educational policy, however the statement of this
purpose be formulated, it should insist upon a cu-d
aim in education the fullest possible development
of the inaividual, and his adequate training for
membership in society. ' (6:7>
This statement by the undergraduates of a liberal arts
college has equal pertinence in the consideration of the
objectives of the Massachusetts tate College. In a recent
publication, President Hugh P. Baker wrote as follows re-
garding the College and its aims:
"Massachusetts .tate College is concerned with the
intellectual, moral, social nrid phyaical development
of its stuaents. a State-supported institution,
it must also prepare each student to assume the res-
ponsibilities of useful citizenship in the society
and state in which he will live upon graduation.
ath these ends in view, the college reco rnizes five
objectives; 1) Intellectual training, that the stu-dent may think, judge, and .opreci
-.te better and be-
come more intellectually interest!^ to himself and
others. 2) Training for uroauctive work, th t he mayhave Doth the desire ana the ability to engage in
successful and useful work after gradua tion. 3) rlocial
training, that he may live harmoniously with others,
4) Health training, that he may qoub to underst;nd his
own health resources and maintain the bodily and ment 1
vigor for a useful and happy lif e. 5) Hecreational
training, that he may le .rn to use his leisure time in
1 wholesome way and refresh himself for the work ahead.
'
(14:1).
Indeed, the founding legislation called for the establish-
ment of a si ite-supported institution, 'in order to promote
the liberal and practical education of the inl us trial classes
in the several pursuits and professions of life." (14:2).
From rfhich it may be concluded that a program inaugurated to
bring about the most I tisfactory adjustment of each student
in his educational and vocational experiences *ouid be a step
in the direction of fulfilling the original purpose of the
institution. It is with this purpose in mind that we approach
the problem of a personnel program at the Massachusetts Jtate
College.
3. Prospective students
Whether or not a state-supported institution akould 32nd
a representative into the secondary schools for the purpose
of recruiting students is a debatable question. It should
be evident, however, that a well considered attempt to bring
before the public a clear conception of what the college
has to offer the citizens of the state would be in complete
10
accord with the spirit of public education.
The interpreting of institutional opportunities to pros-
pective students, their parents, and secondary educators may
well be considered as a personnel service. In its broad
aspects such a service means the assisting of the prospective
student in making a sound choice in the nutter of advanced
education. The primary consideration is that of finding an
institution that best meets the individuals needs and aims.
For such work an e:perienced educational counselor is neces-
sary. This service would serve as a natural preliminary to
the regular selective process, and v*>u3d do much to reduce
the nuaber of students in the college who, after a period
of attendance, cone to the realization that they are either
inadequately prepared to carry on the work required of them
or that the institution is not able to answer their needs.
The waste of time, money, and effort both to the stuuent and
to the college through such false starts has recently re-
ceived the careiul consideration of education 1 administra-
tors.
It is interesting to note in this regard, however, that
the mortality of students entering Massachusetts State Col-
lege is significantly less than that of other institutions,
either publicly or privately controlled. This fact hss been
brought out by a recent survey Made unaer the Federal Emer-
gency belief Project of uesearch in Universities, in vhich
an analysis has been made of the students leaving college
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before graduation in twenty-five representative unerican
Colleges. a7.8) Information regarding the class of 1935
of the College was included in this study* the results
of 4iich are given below:
fable I
1. I*ft university during or at •nd of *wyear period without
obtaining degree:
Publicly controlled 6k. 5£
Privately controlled 58. 5^
kaetftchueetts State ^.J$
?. Obtained degree during or at end of U-year period:
Publicly controlled
Privately controlled 36.
Massachusetts State 55.3ft
3. Continued beyond U-year period without obteining degree:
Publicly controlled 7.?£
Privately controlled 5.1£
kaesachusetts Stato 0.7^
Transferred to cose other institution upon leaving uni-
versity:
Publicly controlled 3.^%
Privately controlled 11.l£
Massachusetts State 2.1$
5. fie turned at later date to continue work after leaving
univerei ty:
Publicly controlled 6.*$
Privately controlled 7«5^
Massachusetts State 10.
6. Left university without transferring or returning
at later date:
Publicly controlled
Privstely controlled 39. 9^
1<6 85' onus- ttf State 28.0$
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Shll* the mortality of students entering Massachusetts
State College in 1931 was definitely less than that of the
other universities consiaered, the fact remains tfcft* une -
quarter of the students who did enter failed to satisfactori-
ly complete a course of study leadiig to the degree. *****
significant fact brought out by this federal study was that
scholastic difficulties vsere the cause of more than forty-
five per cent of the withdrawals from this College, This fi-
gure was higher than that obViining in any of the other in-
stitutions studied, ,/hich fact seems to indicate one of two
things, namely, the selection process at the College is not
as effective as that of other colleges, or the scholastic
standards of the College are higher than those of the other
universities considered in the study. From an analysis the
present writer made of the entrance retirements of comparable
state colleges, he would be inclined to favor the latter thesis.
C. Selection of Students
The standards for the selection of students at the Massa-
chusetts State College are generally higher than those of the
other land-grant colleges in the country. The chief basis
for selection is that of past scholastic record, or of achieve-
ment on entrance examinations. M a member of the New England
College i£ntrance Certificate Board, the college will s dm it
students certified by accredited high schools. In the event
a prospective student is not certified or his prepar .tory
school is not accredited, the college gives entr Jice exaiaina-
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tions. These examinations may be given either In specific
subjects or under the College Entrnee Examination Board
Plan 3. Ho diploma from a secondary school will be accepted
m the b*sis for entrance This is contrary to the prac-
tice of many state colleges, particularly th^se of the South
;nd kiddle est, -tera completion of the secondary cotrse is
the only requisite for admission. Certainly the high stan-
dards of this College are oonreen&ibl* from a personnel point
of view. The question naturally arises, however, are these
modes of admission selective enough? Which in turn raises
the problem of how selective a state*supported institution
should be* It is bzrdly within the scope of this stucy to
deal with this latter problem* It is quite obvioi*?
,
however,
th t the success of the college, in best serving its *tudents
and the commonwealth, depends in a 2a rgt measure '.pon the
e fectiveness of its selective process.
Unfortunately data are not available upon which to bi.se
a thoroMgh study of the selectivity of the present system of
admissions. From the st^fid-point of men applicants, the
College is not faced ,t re ent vdth a difficult problem of
discrimination, for it is able to a ir.it all i:. c j ia;
to enter ffho have complied *ith the scholastic re uireiaents.
In the case of the women, however, the College authorities
find it necessary to limit the enrolment so that only one-
third of the qualified applicants re finally nJaitte, . This
selection is Jone mainly on the basis of past scholistic
achievement.
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D. Orientation of Freshmen
Much hae been said of the gap that exists between the
comparative dependence of secondary school experience and
the independence of college life. In the mini of the sub-
freshman this abrupt change is frequently ov.r
-emphasized.
Yet there is no denying that certain adjustments should and
must be made, if the student is to continue upon a satis-
factory educational venture. The American colleges have
met this situation rather sanely; not by eliminating the
need for adjustment, but by providing the new student with
the tools with which he c m evolve for himself a satisfactory
solution.
One of the more general methods of initiating the fresh-
man successfully into college life is by conducting an intro-
ductory period called Freshman .eek. At the Massachusetts
rtate College, this period serves several purposes. Lectures
related to the regulations, student activities, traditions
and customs of the college are given by upperclassmen and
faculty members. Further advantage is taken of this period
U> register the student, to give him physical and psycholo-
gical examinations, and to see that he is comfortably es-
tablished in living quarters. The new student, on the other
hand, ha 8 in opportunity to become acquainted with soce of
his classmates, with some of the u per-classmen, and, it
is to be hoped, with some of the faculty members.
It is during freshman eek that each new student meets
with his faculty adviser, at which time the freshman fills in
15-
an information blank. The information on this Man* is read
over carelUlly by the itrtwr, ** m.kes a record of each
facts as may be belpXUl in advising the student. This blank
ifi kept as a permanent record in the Dean's Office, and is
used by sever a departments as a source of statisUcal in-
form* tion.
This introductory period is not without its social
functions. 3uch affairs incluie the President's Reception,
The Student Sing, teas for the women, and fraternity rushing
for the men. ..hile many criticisms could be nude of the pre-
sent fraternity rushing system, there can be no doubt that
this activity brings the sen students together rther effect-
ively.
Aft best the I resume <eek merely starts the new student
off on the right foot. There are more subtle adijustmtnts
and deeper problems that e ll lor solution. ome of these
will be the determining of <» efficient method of study, or
the orienting of oneself in a world of new ideas and increas-
ing knowledge. To this end a re u ire d oourse termed r'resh-
o-jn Orientation" is given. Since this course serves h fun-
damental purpose a detailed description of it follows:
*Orientation Course — The word orientation may be de-
f inec as the lie termination of onB f s bearings or true
position in relation to circurast ocas, ideas, etc.*
This course attempts to orient the student to the
physical and social world in vnich he lives and works.
he first part deals primarily with the nature cf our
universe and the method of thinking used by man in com-
ing to an uizierst^nuirg or it. an attempt is ua%de to
establish a tint and space perspective and to fen
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a *ell defined conception of the cosmos and one's re-lation to it. A total viewpoint is sought. It is
J^^x^ 1 Uli2 001368 only ^^^h synthesis or thecontributions of many subjects, astronomy, geoloi-y,
chemifitiy, physics, biology, etc. orlljg the secordpart of the course the main theme is man in society.
ifle student is made conscious of his own original
nature and of the several institutions which ^serveUi-t nature. The development of these institutions
is traced. The student is urged to identify his own
activities with them. There is also an introduction
to some of the social problems man now faces because ofhis attempt to understand and control his physical en-
vironment and himself. This is really an orient tion
to the social sciences.
The central thought of this course is hum*jn life. The
Ilia Is to see life as a whole. Jince this is the ob-jective no attempt iamde to teach the subject matter
of any one science. Rather the course seeks to organize
around the individual life the material from many sciences
without considering the conventional lines separating one
from the other-. It suggests how from such m or^ nida-
tion a fuller uiderstan :ing of life may arise and how
thiti may lead to the living of life more knowingly and
abundantly. It is hoped that by this orientation the
student may see unity in the mass and maze of college
subjects and that he may be led to pl^ai his course more
intelligently. Theoretical iy, such an org nid ation
should assist the student in org.^iizing his future in-
form tion and aid him at the end of his senior year in
making the final synthesis of his four years of subject
matttr in terms of his own life." (14:31)
hat this course attempts to go in an academic vqp re-
garding the thought life of the individual student, the en-
tire personnel projr*a attempts to do in his complets colle-
giate ejqperlence. Generally inclined in this course are
lectures upon efficient :itudy habits, hud ;eting of ti*o. ana
th* ^js of the college library.
In some respects the matter of adjustment is more aif-
ficult or dttji-e so rap lex for ..>omen students than for men} con-
sequently, during the first semester the adviser of vomen
gives a course on college adjustments, in «hich is made tt a
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study of the experiences of every day life in college, to
help students recognize various social problems and think
in terms of their solution. '
E. The Advisory ystem
Althou^i each member of the faculty plays an iniport^nt
role as counselor throu^i his courses and informal relation-
ships with the students, the college lias long recognized
the necessity of providing a more positive method for stu-
dent advisement. For more than ten years the present ad-
visory system has been in operation at the Massachusetts
State College. This system divides itself logically into
tijee parts; the freshmn, the division !, ana the dtp rt-
ment.1 advisory programs.
The freshman advisers are generally instructors vt
freshman courses, who re thus closely connected with the
problems of the new students. Each adviser is assigned fifteen
or twenty students. Ho attempt is mude to relate the assign-
ment of students to the interests of adviser or advisee, xuach
new student seets his adviser dialing the first week of the
college session, at which time the inform itlon blank men-
tioned above is filled in. ihe only other times the advi-
ser is sure of meeting his advisees is at the period vhen
progress reports or raid -semester grades x*e issued. If
through these reports the student appears to be having scho-
lastic difficulties, the adviser will probably call him in
-13-
for a conference. With the meager information at his dis-
posal, the adviser usually deals in generalities concerning
the effective ways of study, the need for application and
concentration, or the desirability of a time schedule, hop-
ing that he will hit upon the cause of the difficulty and
bring about a ch *jge in the fortune of the student.
Many of the advisers, feelirg th X there &o\ild exist
a closer friendship between faculty and students, entertain
their advisees in their homes. This is generally not prac-
ticable, however, for the young instructors who are called
on to serve as freshman advisers.
The present system of divisional advisers for sophmore
stuaents can hardly be tenned an advisory system. Its pri-
mary function is to facilitate the making out of a course of
study lor the student. The head of each division meets twice
a year with the second-year students who have elected to
specialize in that particular division, at uhich times the
students submit their courses of study for the adviser*
a
approval. £ith the administrative and teeichiog duties con-
nected with the direction of an entire division, these pro-
fessors have little time to give the students for the purpose
of guidance.
A more satisfactory - rr^igement is possible duriig the
junior and senior years, v^hen the head of the department in
which the student is doing his major work becomes his adviser.
A more deliberate and valuable counselling relationship con
exist between the student and the head of the department.
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There Is a strong likelihood that common interests will
appear. If such a relationship goes beyond a perfunctory
consideration of course selection, and serves as a stimulus
m the student and • challenge to the instructor, it con-
stitutes an imported t guidance service.
F. The Testing Program
At present it caaaot be said that a testing pro gr*a,
as such, is in operation at the Massachusetts State College.
The only significant measures Administered to the entire
student body are the mental alertness or psychologic£ exa-
minations given to all new students upon entrance. The val-
ue of these tests might well be questioned in the light of
the limited use made of the results. In the past the college
policy has been to Keep the student in ignorance of his re-
lative standing on the tests. Apparently the only use made
of the results, as far as the students are concerned, has
been by the Jcholarship JomJLttee, which considers the test
scores as supplementary information before approving the
dismissal of a student having scholastic deficiencies. >uch
use is, of course, chiefly administrative and can be termed
as a form of guidance in only a second try respect.
From time to time, various aptitude and personality
tests have been administered to selected groups of sttdents.
This work has been done in connection with the regular
courses in educational measurements, or in relation tc s:«-
cific research problems, with little attempt being mace
-20-
to relate the results directly to the individual* s problems.
The future possibilities of an organizes testing program
at the College will constitute a significant part of the
conclusion of this present study.
G. The Placement Service
The work of the Placement Service may be broadly divi-
ded into two phases; th t ol occupational guid nee and that
of una ergradua te employment and graduate placement. Luch
a division is soi«*4iat arbitrary inasmuch as vocational ser-
vice is a continous process, not an isolated event. It is
not surprising, however, that at present the second phase
is more highly organizes thin the first. Employment, both
term-time md permanent, presents itself as a direct and
immediate necessity, as far as the student is concerned, that
may be fulfilled in a direct an,., it is to be hoped, facile
manner. Occupational guidance is a more subtle thing, re-
quiring as ±t does the integration of many of the other per-
sonnel services, such as curriculum adjustment, aptitude
testing, health analysis, individual records, and occupa-
tional research. Under the present organization of the
Placement ervice, the Placement Gfficer for omen and the
Placement Officer for Men carry on both the student guidance
and the employment program s.
Much of the work in vocational guidance is now done
through groups. The Placement Officer for omen conducts
a course in MVoc tional Opportunities" for all freshckJi women.
This course presents a general survey of the occupations
suitable for women graduates of the College, as well ss
detailed information regcovling the methods of securing a
position. To give the students specific information re-
lated to the conditions and the vwrk in the various occu-
pations
,
woi&en already engaged in the different occupa-
tions art invited to speak to the cl*ss. In connection
with this course and as a supplement to the inaiviiul con-
ferences *lth tiie instructor, the students re given a
bibliography of literature related to the numerous careers
:or «>men. i similar course for men is now being considered.
This early guidance is supplemented by lectures and consul-
tations coiiducted principally for seniors by the placement
officers, oa the technique of "job finiijqg and getting,"
The assisting of students to secure part-tiiue employ-
ment during the school year is another major duty of the
placement staff. hile this function is under the general
advisory supervision of a co , ittee on student aid, ^lich
raies recommendations concerning the student's need for
financial assist .nee from the College, the actual locating
of positions and ^3si$iment of students is a placement duty.
In order to insure en equal distribution of employment, the
Placement Office serves as a "cle ring house" for dl College
positions, .vt present, students are employed under the
National Youth -.diiiinisti ation, and a special emergency fund
appropriated by the State and by the various college depart-
ments .
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In recent years the number so employed constituted
approximately sixty per cent of the student body. In
addition to the remuneration, these jobs provide an ex-
cellent opportunity for vocational experience and occupa-
tional trial. Valuable information regarding the student's
ability and aptitude is frequently secured from the staff
member who supervised his part-time work. The facilities
of the placement service are also used to bring students
in contact with local employers. '
No concerted attempt is made by the service to locate
summer employment for students, but upon request of an em-
ployer, cjialified applicants are reco::: ended and the contact
between employer and student is facilitated in every way
possible. The contacts made for women are much more numerous
than those for men, chiefly because this service has been
longer available for women, and the Service has attained a
reputation.
K large part of the Placement Service work is in the
assisting of seniors and graduates secure suitable permanent
employment. This service is a combination and culmination of
guidance and placement activity. To facilitate the placement
process, a questionnaire is sent to each t-eniorj this blank,
as shown on pager 24 and 25, gives pertinent information re-
garding the individual student, his back .prouna
,
college acti-
vities, work experience, career objective, and placement pros-
i
pects. ith this information as a starting point, the place-
ment oificers interview those eniors who wish to take advan-
tage of the placement facilities. The usual process, after
the student has decided upon the concerns he wishes to con-
tact for employee nt
,
is to have the plaeeoent officer send
a letter of recoup nd^tion and a summary of the student's
activities to the personnel officers of these concerns or
institutions. The student likewise sends a persond letter
of plication and wherever practicable requests the o ppor-
tunity of ix personal interview. Frequently representatives
fro:;: the larger business jnd industrial organizations come
to the canpus to interview applicants. The details of these
interviews are taken c.*rc of by the placement officials.
In order to have additional infornrtion as a basis for
recoi^uending the student, the placement official© secure
a personality rating from the faculty mergers in the student
'
major department • The rating scale for men, reproduced in
appendix I, gains objectivity and reliability froin the nun-
be r of persons ahose opinion it represents. A lees stan-
dardized form is used for the woman; this blank indie, tes
the stuaent's career objectives and requests the faculty mem-
ber's opinion regarding her qualific tions and hjidic<ps lor
such work.
Figure I
tflttatem ln filling out *nd returning this
oueetionnaire to the nlncement office will in-
cur* nn early initiation of your nia cement
program.
Address:
City
College Address:
Prat* rnlty:
Drte of Birth:
rhjrricp.l Deficiencies:
Beligious Preference:
Born and r*»pre3 on f- re?
street
Bete:
Home Phone No:
Stete
Phone
Height: Weight:
Phone
Health:
Hifh or Prep. School
Other's Occult ion:
Psrw experience:
Athletic rnd Hon-Athlotlc Information
Breketbnll
Hockey
R. 0. T. C
Orptorlc^l
se o-ll
Swinging
ttunicnl Clubs
Drp.»e.tice
Cless Offices
/ootbell
Soccer
Wrestling
De be ting
Publications
Honor Societies
iieab^rship on committees
Other activities:
Career Objective:
Give results of eny eptitude teste:
Pie cedent ?rosi>ecte: ith *hom *nd in *brt cnw city?
Do you pl«n to Attend:
Gredu- te School - Institution:
kedicfil School:
Dent.il School:
I#ew Scaool:
Business A.-*minietretion School:
Engineering School:
Other:
Tr?ck
Boxing
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Figure I
,Ccont.
)
Positions Held Before Entering College (Include Vacation and Part-Time
TTpe Place Date Bemuneration
Positions Held IXJfiING College
TyP* Place Date fiemuneration
What per cent of your College expenses did you earn?
Concerns to be contacted in your behalf: (if space is insufficient list on
separate sheet.)
*
List the names of three faculty meohers you wifh for references:
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H* Health Service
Within the past few decades colleges have come to re-
cognize the importance of physical health to the indivi-
dual^ adjustment and development. X the present time
the Massachusetts :tate College has rather adequate facil-
itate for the maintenance of a sound student health pro-
gram. This program includes an annual physic .1 examina-
tion for each student, required physical education for
freshmen, physical hygiene courses for men and for women
during the first year, medical diagnosis in case of illness
or poor health, hospitalization and clinic facilities, all
under the supervision of trained officials. From the
standpoint of the portection and development iff the indivi-
dual student's physical health the present provisions at
the College are both adequate and sufficiently progressive*
The aspect of the student's well-being that has been gravely
neglected is that of mental he dth. The College makes no
provision, as Buch, for the mental hygiene of the student.
The necessity for and the possibility of such a service will
be discussed in detail in Chapter III.
another uuty of the College th t may be considered as
a personnel service is that of the supervision of the hous-
ing and eating facilities available to the student. At the
present time this work is in the hands of a faculty commit-
tee, .vhich has rather direct control over the college dor-
mitories and dining hall, and more remote or advisory re-
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lationship to the fraternities, sororities and private
boarding places. athou^h an adequate measure is im-
possible, there can be little doubt as to the importance
of these environment a conditions in the development of
the individual student. The roblem ta«t must be consi-
dered in this study is the method by shich satisfactory
living conditions may be maintained 10 r the students.
i. Personnel Hecords
Before education c m be effectively individualized,
those persons concerned in the educ vtive process must have
complete and accurate information regarding the individual
student. The natural source of such information is the
record of the student's ictivities after entering high
school until tne time urtier consideration. The exact nature
of these records would depend upon the purpo ,e for which
they were intended. There does not seem to be a lack, in
the number at least, of record forms kept for each student
at the College. Indeed, the situation at Massachusetts
Jtate College is characterized more by the multiplicity
of forms and duplication of effort thdi by accuracy and
purpose fulness, at the present time at 3e ist three college
offices have individual records Tor each undergraduate. On
file in the student Health Department is the complete me-
dic il history of each student, (Appendix II), in the Tlace-
ment Office is a Kardex form containing information per-
tinent to employment and placement, (Appendix III), in
the Dean's Office are the most extensive records, which
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include a h%h school transcript and acUvities record,
all college grades, and a personal infom tion bl nk lor
eacli student,
-.11 of these records are essential to the
effective work of each particular department. There is
not, however, any coordination of 11 this information
into a ,: liveM record that could serve as the basis for
educ ition 1 and voc ational guidance,
J, Personnel aesearch
Personnel research is in actuality the testing and
orienting of the peroorinel pro-am. It is the scientific
estimate of the worth, validity, and reliability of present
personnel activities, as well as the valuable indication
of the shortcomings in any progrin. Only in the light of
research results can college officials be assured that
their guid iice programs are effective. without doubt the
most definite criticism that can be made of the present
perjonjiel progrcta at Majo.achusetts atate College is the
lack of mjf .-urposive research thereby the various services
it^it be evaluated and the need for development su^gected.
>s a result o^ the deficiency of research resulta, this
present stud/ must be based upon more or less subject! e
opinion instead of upon significant objective data.
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CHAPTEH III
EVALUATION AND CH1TICI3M OF THE PKKS&NT
PERSONNEL PHDGRaM
With this rather detailed description of the pre-
sent personnel services as they are administered at the
i assachusetts State College completed, the writer pro-
poses to evaluate the effectiveness of these services
and to suggest such impro venae nts or devel vpujants as seem
pertinent to the increasing success of the personnel pro-
gram. This undertaking is entered upon with full realiza-
tion that errors of judgiaent are possible, in spite of the
fact that the author has attempted to be as objective as
the conditions permit.
In the absence of significant data relative to the
accomplishments of the various phases of the personnel pro-
grci, the writer submitted a questionnaire to the members
of the student body, which questionnaire was aesigned to
measure the adequacy, v ilue or desirability, from the stu-
dents* point of view, of certain services now offered or
suggested far the near future. The maturity of judgment
and objective disinterestedness of the students may be in
ouestion, but there can be little doubt that the ultimate
success of any attempt at "individualized education" ce-
pends to a large extent upon the etuuent attitude toward
such a goal. ai analysis of the replies made to this ques-
tionnaire will serve a double purpose: that of indicating
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the attitude of the students, and of providing a point
of departure for the discussion of both the success and
inadequacies found in each phase of the program.
A. The Student uestiormaire
Only those aspects of the personnel program were in-
duced in the questionnaire with which the average stuuent
would be familiar, or concerning which he could be ex-
pected to have a significant attituae. ihe reaction of
the students to the questionnaire and to the motives be-
hind the entire study was indeed encouraging.
There wm no concerted attempt made to secure a reply
from every stuuent, since this would have involved more
tine jid expense than the author felt the procedure warranted.
Since the questionnaires were not 3i^ied by the stuaents,
it was impossible to aetennine which students had not re-
plied, and thus secure a complete return. . large majority
of the returns were obtained by having representatives in
each of the dormitories, sororities, and fraternities dis-
tribute and collect the blanks* The tot il number of returns
was 519, or 48.7 per cent of the student body. To determine
whether or not the opinions expressed by this group were
representative of the opi nions of the student body as a
whole, the writer submitted the questionnaire to twenty-
five uns elected stuaents who had not previously filleci out
the blink. The replies from this small group corresponded
very closely with those of tre larger group. Therefore,
•Sl-
it may beMM that the answers of the 43.7 per cent
of the student body ^re, in general, m expression of
the attitude of the entire student body, ;uch deductions,
of course, may not •>« tenable in a statistical or psycho-
logic^ study, but considering the purpose of the que6-
tlonnaire, this broad interpretation seeds justified.
.ach part of the qie ati oil .aire will be conaiuered
separately, with the replies |&*saified .Accoruiig to cl-tsa
and sex. The answers of the small test group will be in-
cluded for the purposes of comparison, it *ou3d be unwise
to ma ce a gener a ctaterent aa to what percentage of re-
plies should be considered a definite expression of satis-
faction or dissatisfaction. The questionnaire used it pro-
duced on page 33.
3. The \dvisory dystem
From the data reproduced in Table 2, it may be seen
that the advisory system is or has b*en inadequate for a
strikingly large percentage of the student body. Of those
answering the question, forty -five per cent were di satis-
fied aith the freshman system, si^ty-one per cent with
the divisional system, and thirty-two per cent with tig
departmentL Although this may be a quantit ative and
not a qualitative indication, the responses from the stu-
dents cor respond very closely with the deficiencies gener 1
ly recognized by the faculty and administration, jx
tu.iity was given the students, however, to suggest wh^t
they considered to be the reasons for the failure of the
32
advisory system. It is from an analysis of these replies
that constructive criticism should be forthcoming.
adviser' g lack of. time.
Anyone who his been c died upon to
:
;ive counsel to
youn^; men and women cr even to adults will attest to the
tine consuming character of such work. The most general
complaint among personnel administrators and faculty ad-
visers is the insu. f iciency of time definitely j esi.jn? ted
for guidance purposes. That the students recognize the
handicap of lack of time is evidenced by the replies to
this question, reproduced in Table 3. At present at the
Lassaohusetts :tate College no compensation in decreased
teaching load is made for those instructors who are aesig-
nated to serve as student advisers. Conse uently much of
the so-cdled guidance is done "on the run". Numerous stu-
dents commented on the unsatisfactory conditions of having
to limit the time spent with the adviser to the few hurried
minutes between classes.
One of the more positive methods of insuring adeouate
time for effective guidance is through relieving the adviser
from some of his teaching duties. This practice is becom-
ing more generally accepted in jnericm colleges and uni-
versities, ^or more than five years -Syracuse University
and Iowa State College have decreased the teaching loi*d of
their faculty advisers in proportion to the number of stu-
dents assigned to them. (18:27-28). A partial remedy of
33-
Figure II
STODSNT Q.IJS3TI0NHAIRS
In connection with a thesis study of the personnel and guidance service*
of the College, I am soliciting the student attitude regarding certain aspects
of the present guidance program
.
This expression of student opinion may in-
fluence the future iionrovsmente of the personnel program. Your honest and de-
liberate answers to the following ^aestions will be greatly a~preciated.
(all questions should be answered M fesM or •'No".)
I. The Present Advisory System.
I. Do you confider the present advisor/ system adequate for your reeds?
a. 1st year. Freshman adviser
b. 2nd year. Divisional adviser
.
c. 3**d and 4th years. Departmental adviser
?. If you are or were not satisfied with the advisory systora, was the
difficulty ini
a. the adviser* s lack of time
b. the adviser's lack- of Interest
.
c. the adviser's lack of inform tion concerning your specific
problems .
d. the adviser's lack of ability for this work
e. your failure to consult the adviser
f. your failure to follow his suggestions .
II. Occupational Information.
(Men answer)
1, Would /ou welcome the addition of a one credit course in "Occupational
Opportunities'*, designed to give pertinent information concerning
occupations and professions .
2. If you are now a junior or * senior, would you have welcomed such
« course before making your selection of a major course of study
(Women answer)
1. Do you feel that the course in "Vocational Opportunities for "«omen M
has been or will be of genuine value to you in your selection oft
a. a course of atudv
b. a future occupation or caree r
III. Aptitude Testing.
1. Do you feel that you have adequate knowledge and understanding of
yourself (your abilities, aptitudes, and personality) to select
your major most wlaely
?. Would you be interested in taking various tests of eptltudes,
abilities, and ~»r«nnal ltv
IV. Placement Service
1. Do you feel that the Placement Service should institute a more
extensive program to help students secure summer employment
?. As far ae you have been able to observe, has the Placement Service
carried on an effective program fort
a. Term-time employment of undergraduates.
b. Assisting graduates find permanent employment.
V, Do you consider that you have taken full advantage of the above services
that ere at present offered by the college , •
Please use the reverse side of this sheet for any further comments
you wiA
to make concerning either the personnel services or the questionnaire iteelf.
Designate your class,
Table 2
STUDKST QPSSTIOKSAiaS
I. Present Adwi eory Sygtesi
I. Do you consider the present advisory system adequate for your
needs?
1st leer 2nd Tear 3rd and Uth re»rs
xes so Y«« So T*»« So
Class of 1938
*•» 33 |{ 51 55 RWonen 16 19 15 19 ?6 q.
Class of 1939
53 52 63 7U 31
Vomen lU 18 l? 20 !3 19
Class of I9U0
Men kj U3 31 59
*o*en 15 11 15 11
Class of 191*1
«ta 75 *3
31 5
Total 2Sk 235 lU? 233 168 gi
Per cent of Stu- ?6.0 22.0 19.9 29-9 35.1 16.9
dent Body
Per cent of those
answering CJuee-
tionnaire 5**. 7 H5.3 38.9 6l.l 67.5 3?.5
Val id? ting
Group 12 13 7 15 10 7
Per cent of Vali-
dating Group ^8.0 52.0 32.0 6S.0 59 Ul
Table I. shows the student attitude as measured by tne questionnaire
toward the adequacy of the present advisory systea. figures for the
percentage of student body ore based on enrolment Second Seaester of
1937-193* (1066). Answers on the advisory system of the years other
than the first are those of the students who would hare had an oppor-
tunity to cone in direct contact with the systee, i. i. upper classaea.
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Table 3
Student qoestionnaire (Cont.)
X. Present Adrisory Systesi
2. If you are or were aot satisfied idth the advisory arctea
wrb the difficulty In:
e. the adviser* s lack of tiae?
1st Year
Frrrirmrr Itatmx
Tee Mo
Class of 1938
Woven
Class of 1939
ken
Woaen
Class of I9U0
Men
loaen
Class of 19U1
Men
Voaen
Total
Men
To tele
Per eent of
Student Body
Per cent of
those answer-
ing ques-
tionnaire
Per cent of
those answer-
ing question
I. 1. "no"
Test Group
Per cent of
Test Group
22
10
2k
8
21
6
16
2
23
26
22
9
28
10
??
5
n
3
99
?7
109 126
10.2 11.8
21.0 23.8
*o 53.7
10
uu.o 56.0
2nd Tear
Divisional jjejjej;
Tes lo
25
8
?6
10
1
26
11
37
10
30
7
93
28
10c? 1?1
13.7 16.2
27.9 33.2
U5.7 5fc.3
7 «
U6.2 53.8
3rd and Uth years
Deoartaeiit^l AdTi Bfr
Tes Ho
8
k
Ik
10
Ik
5
17
9
22 31
1U Ik
38 U5
7.5 3.k
1U.5 18.0
UU.U 55.6
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the present situation at the College would be to have
each adviser designate certain hours each week at which
Lime he *ould be available to his advisees.
An even more satisfactory arrangement would be the
provision for a full-Use counselor for freshman and lor
sophmores. Under such circumstances deliberate and ex-
perienced counsel, easily accessible and consistently ad-
ministered, would be possible. These sped JL class coun-
selors would not repl.ce the faculty advisers entirely,
for there is ne ed for the personal relationship that is
possible unuer the faculty advisory system,
students having problems of a technical nature re-
garding course selection, or such that would require
thorou^i consideration of their cummulative recor-u, would
be referred to the counselor either by the advisor or by
officials of the college. For more than ten fmen Worth-
western University has provided both faculty advisers and
full-time counselors for its freshman and eophuores. accord
Ulg to the director of Persomiel, this system 'has oeen
productive of highly desirable results." (13;108.. :uch
a system would, perhaps, remove many of the other criti-
cisms of our present system.
Adviser's lack of interest.
It is impossible to determine the factors contribu-
ting to an adviser's apparent lack of interest in the wel-
fare of his advisees. uch a condition misfit arise from
the demand of academic duties, or irom a realization of
•37-
his own inability to offer positive advice. One m ,y
feel justified in assuming, however, under the rather
arbitrary method of assigning advisers in the present
system, that there are those faculty members who ,o not
care to spend the time and thought necessary for an
effective guidance program. Such a statement is merely
a recognition of individual ui>ferences. aegardlesa of
the cause, the situ ti on, indicated by the fact that
fifty per cent of those egression dissatisfaction with
the present advisory system, attributed the cause to the
adviser's lack of interest, stands as a direct criticism
of the present system. (Table 4). Certainly satisfactory
guid.aice cannot result if the adviser is uninterested in
the student and his difficulties, or even if the adviser
only appears to lack, interest. The haraony or rapport
necessary for effective counselling cannot exist if the
student feels that the adviser is nst interested in him
as an individual.
Tdnder the present system of divisional advisers, it
is practically impossible for the head of a uivision to
show more than perfunctory interest in each of the many
stuaents that ao;Ae to him. This same criticism might be
airected at the plan for a special class counselor, but
this person, able to aevote most of his time to the stu-
dents, »sou3d be selected in the light not only of his train-
ing and experience but also of his broad interests and
keen understanding of human wants and needs. In the event
I.
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Student questionnaire (Cont.)
Present Advisory Syttea
2. Xf you are or were not eatlsifed with the adwieorr rsrstesj
m* the difficult/ in: * '
b. the adviser's lack of interest?
1st Tear
Adwlser
Bo
Class of 1938
ben
Women
Class of 1939
Men
1mm
Class of I9U0
Ken
loaen
Class of 19UI
Men
Total
25
7
29
7
2k
k
19
2
Pad Tft^r
Tes is
19
12
23
11
19
7
?U
3
25
9
30
8
31
26
10
33
12
28
7
3ra and Uth years
partaental Adwiear
Tes So
12
U
16
8
10
5
15
11
ken
Woven
97
20
85
33
86
21
87
29
28
12
25
15
Total 117 118 107 116 Uo Ul
Per cent of
Student Body 10.9 11.1 15.6 8.U 8.5
Per cent of
those answer-
ing ques-
tionnaire 22.5 23.7 29.3 31.6 16.1 16.U
Per cent of
those answer-
ing question
1. 1. "no- ^9.3 50.7 Hs.o 52.0 ^9.3 50.7
Test Croup 9 9
Per cent of
Test Group 50.0 50.0
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that a special class counselor could not be provided, the
sophmores should, it would seem, be assigned to members
of the faculty *ho had volunterred for advisory service.
These assignments could be made either upon the request
of the student or upon a consideration of the mutual in-
terests and personality traits of the adviser and stucent.
£ro"lems
S
~
information concernin,; your specific
Perhaps the most legitimate criticism of the pre-
sent advisory 3ystem at the Massachus etta State Collate is
that of the inadequacy of specific information at the dis-
posal of those called upon to advise the students, fcore
than t*o-thirds of the students suggested that this circum-
stance contributed to tneir being dis satis i ied aith the
system. (Table 5). This difficulty is due more to the
inaccessibility of the information than to its complete
absence. I'nder the present arranges at , the freshman ad-
viser is informed as to the scholastic progress of hie
advisees during the course of the semesters, but he is
not notified whether or not a student actual ly fails a
subject at the end of the sei&ester. uch practice leaves
him at a disadvantage in measuring the value of his counsel
If an instructor « ere intent upon gaining a complete
picture of the student covins to him i'or counsel, he ^uk
find it necessary to contact several college aepartments
to secure the esirea information. Fortunately the defi-
Table 5
Student t^aaetionn&ire (Coot.)
I. Present Advisory Syetem
2. If you are or *ere not satisfied with the advisory system
*-nt the difficulty in:
c. the adviser's lack of information concerning your
specific problems.
» *f PK , _ ?nd Y*8r 3rd nnd Uth W*ggMMBa Adviser Division*! jfeflygt Oepnrtgent.nl &a»i.»,-
**• So Teg So Tee Ho
Class of 1938
i*a 33 11 35 16 xj cWomen 16 3 13 6 7 2
Class of 1939
*» 35 1? >*6 17 23 8
Women 17 6 15 5 IH 5
CIrsb of 19U0
"«n 2U 19 36 ?3
Women 11 0 9 2
Class of 19^1
»en 17 ?6
Women 1 k
Total
109 73 117 56 i*0 13
Women UO 13 37 13 ?i 7
Total 1U9 86 15H 69 61 20
Per cent of
Student Body 13-9 8.1 20.6 9.3 12. 7 U.2
Per cent of
those answer-
ing ques-
tionnaire 28.7 16.5 18.6 2^.5 8.0
Per cent of
those answer-
ing Question
I. 1. "no* 63.** 36.6 69.6 30.U 75.3 2U.7
Test Group 13 5
Per cent of
Test Group 72.0 28.0
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cieney in this cuse is not too cirficult or solution.
One of the aajor aids in supplying the counselors *ith
inforatition is the cumulative recora older, as the
result of experimentation and research, individual ci-
ders are now available that answer the need of so t
college counselors. Cue such iblier now in general use
is that of the juk rican Council on .Education, a repro-
duction of ^iich is given on page 81. A complete discus-
sion of the natter of record keeping is given later in
thi ch pter.
-flYWr's of ability for this aork .
The students' attitude toward the adviser* s ability
or this *ork. is realistic at least, ^ore than one-
quarter of the students answering this question a. u-etsed
the opinion that the adviser was not qualified for the
duty. (Table 6). College administrators have been slew
to admit that there are those on the faculties, .ho, ex-
tinguished as they may be in their particular field, < re
not able counseUors.
&ore thai ten years a^o, £>oe aann pointed out the
necessity of careful election of faculty advisers.
"The principal cause of the breakdown of the (advisory)
systea. is now clearly seen to lave been the inabili-
ty of the average faculty member to perform the du-
ties of a counsellor, particularly when the asslla-
ment was super-imposed upon a full teaching load*
Skill in advising of students is not a by-proauct
of scholarship aid teaching. It is, however, a skill
which is necessary in the college. Institutions alive
to this situation, 4iich still continue the teacher-
Table 6
Student questionnaire (Cont.)
I. Present Advisory System
2. If you are or were not satisfied with the advisory eyste*
was the difficulty in:
d. adviser's l*.ck of ability for this work.
1st Year
yreshcan Adviser
Te s Mo
Class of
Men
Class of
Man
Women
Class of
ken
Wonen
Class of
Men
ffornan
Total
Men
Women
Totsl
1938
1939
19U0
19^1
15
U
PC
6
13
l
5
0
53
11
Test Croup
Per cent of
Test Croup
29
15
32
12
30
10
3«
5
129
171
Per cent of
Student Body 6.0 16.0
Per cent of
thoea answering
queetionnalra 12,3 3?.
9
Par cent of
those answer-
ing ouestlon
I. 1. "no" 27.? 72.8
10
Uh.O 56.0
2nd Yeor
Divisional Adviser
Yes
13
3
22
7
15
0
50
10
No
38
16
Ul
13
UU
11
123
60 I63
8.0 21.9
16.U UU.7
26.9 73.1
3rd and Uth Years
'^-r.rtcental Adviser
Yes No
8
1
11
7
19
8
1U
8
12
3^
20
5.6 11.3
10.8 21.7
33.3 66.7
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adviser system, are selectiiig those members of
the staff who hive interest and ability in coun-
selling stuuents, ana they are relieving them of
a portion of the regular teaching load. (7sS
-83).
Even if the students' opinions are not justified, it
is quite evident th<*t their guidance experience MM unsatis-
factory because of their lack of confidence in the adviser.
Joiuiae:iee essential to the effectiveness of all phases
of a personnel progrm* Without such confidence the ser-
vices become pedagogic sophistry,
IM Student's fajlfri <g to coryuU Advi-or,
The students seemed disinclined to ccept the bl&me
for the ina- e uacy of their idvisory rel tions. approxi-
mate ly one-fourth of the dissatisfied students suggested
thit the ineffectiveness of the .-.ystem was uue in part
to their failure to consult .dth the adviser. (Table 7).
in view of the above critic ic-oas ^nd the comments gl—l
by the students, it is not surprising that they should
hesitate to seek {:uidmce from their design ted advisers.
Under the most propitious c ircumstsncee there «ill always
be students who, needing £uiu.sice, will not take the ini-
tiative to secure it. In such cases the studenVs diffi-
culties would or should be brought to the attention of
the proper officials* On the other hand, it is very
questionable whether there should be any large -amount
of convulsion connected with the advisory system.
|H student Vs. £ :d lure tg» follow %h£ suggestions gji the.
aavi>*r.
-Uh-
Table 7
Student Ciuestionnalre (Cont.)
I. Present Mvieory Syttwra
2. If you are or were not satisfied with the »dvisory system
was the difficulty in:
e. your failure to consult the adviser?
let Tear ?nd Year 3rd end **th leers
?T*fimn *tM**r 14yjsj,onat Ady^er ^nartmantml ^ BfT
Yes m Tes No Yes Ho
Claee of 1938
Mm 10 11 m 18
Voce a 5 lU 5 1* 2 7
Cla«* of 1939
Men 19 32 19 Uh 9 22
Women 0 IS 1 19 1 18
Cla*f of 19**0
Man 17 26 21 3«
Wonan u 7 3 8
Class of 19^1
Ham 11 3?
Soman U 5
Totel
Kan 12U 122 13 ho
Woman 9 UU 9 Ul 3 25
Totrnl 67 l6s 60 163 16 65
Par cant of
13.6Studant Bo4y 8.1 13.9 8.0 21.9 33
Par cant of
thoae &naw>r-
ivg quas-
16.U UU.7 M 26.1tionnnlra 16.7
Per cant of
there «n«*«r-
in^ queation
26.9Ie 1. nno* 27.2 72.8 73.1 19.8 80.2
Taat Orour> 6 1?
P*r cant of
Taat Group 33. 0 6?.0
The number of students who admitted that they failed
to follow the suggestions of their adviser is v ry small,
kight men no women advanced this lact as t contri-
butory cause of the failure of the advisory systan. (Table 8).
It should be noted in this regard that the purpose of a
guio^jice program is not to have the adviser, upon consider-
ation of the student's difficulties, pass a fin.l Judgment
as to the course of action that tne student shoulu iollow.
Counseling shoulu ue the mutual thinking through of the
student's problem oy adviser and advisee until a satis-
factory adjustment is reached. Inevitably there vdll be
soi.e questions on which neither the student nor the facul-
ty member will have su.iicient information to answer satis-
factorily. For that reason certain other personal ser-
vices shoula be made available to the student
>
important
cuuoni:; these added services is that of vocational uia.nee.
0. Occupational Information
One of the most persistent of the problem confront-
ing students is that of making wise voc tionil selection.
The complexity of present aay occupations makes it impossi-
ble for tbe graduate to have u ali the worla before him
wFhere to choose." Professions and business are today de-
manding special training or experience from the college
man and wom nj or ii not training, at least a ue. inite in-
dication of ^ptituae or capacity. In view of these re-
quirements the colleges are more nd more accepting their
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Tabl. 8
Student '^ueetionrifiire (Gont.)
X. Present Adwi tory Syttea
2. If you are or were not uatisfied with the advisory eye tee,
wft« the difficulty in:
f. your fnilureto follow the edviter'e tuf^estiont?
1st Year ?nd Year 3rd and Uth Year*
jpnutpt mim ttxuiaMfl jytaiMg n^nt^i .^.vig«r
Ye§ Mo Ye« iio Yea £
Gleet of 1938
Men 2 U2 5 U6 1 ?l
..omen 0 .19 0 19 0 9
Cl*ei of 1939
Men 1 51 1 02 0 31
women 0 IB 0 ?0 0 19
0U*e of 19^
Men 0 U3 2 57
Aomen 0 11 0 11
Clfl«« of 19*41
Men 1 U?
•omen 0 5
Total
Men U 17« S 165 1 5?
*oaen 53 0 50 0 ?8
Total % 231 * ?15 1 80
Per oent of
Student Body .3 21.7 1.1 .2 l6.7
Per cent of
thoee answer-
ing Tues-
ttoniwlre .7 HU.5 2.2 53.9 .U 3?.l
Per cant of
thoe* an§wer-
ln« question
I. !• *no" Uf 9g -3 3-5 96.5 1*1 IM
T«tt Orou^ 0 18
Pmr cant of
T#«t Group 0 100.0
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responsibility of informing their students regarding
the demands th at a career will make upon them, recog-
nizing that a man's Judgment is no better than his in-
formation, courses in Occupational Opportunities have
been included in the curricula of maiy oaeric n colleges.
In view of the fact that some consideration is being
^iven the need lor occupation .1 instruction lor men by
the College uthorities, the writer desired to get an
expression of student opinion concerning such an addition
to the cuxriculum. Since a similar course is at resent
given during the freshman year to the women student
,
in
atteapt was made to have the students evaluate this course
both as an aid to course selection and to career choice,
ihe responses to these questions incluued in the student
uestionnaire evidence a rather definite student attitude.
as may be seen from Table 9, the proposeu course in
occupations should be ell received, for more than eighty
percent cf those answering the questionnaire stated that
they would -welcome the addition of such I course to the
present curriculum. The question irarcedi-ately arises as
to when in the student's educational career such occupa-
tional information would be most beneficial. Vocational
coun elors have loig recognized that one c n harul^ begin
too soon the consideration of jn occupational objective.
In his rather exhaustive stuay made at Y le, Crawford
points out the significance of a definite occupitional
Table 9
Student Questionnaire (Cont.)
IX. Occupaii on*! Inforaation for Ken.
1. «ould /ou Icons© the ndditioa of a one credit course In
"Occur* tlonAl Opportunities"
, desUned to ^iwe
-*?rtinent
inforation concerning occupations and professions?
Ho
iiii im ig& 13}± Total Reply
Te. oO S5 73 $U 31? 10
* 13 17 17 ?1 6*
Per cent of Student 3ody - Yet U1.5 So 9.1
P r cent of those *nswering cuestioa - Tes 82.1 Ho 17.9
Test Group - Yes 11 No k
Per cent of Test Group - Yes 73.0 No ?7.0
2. If you ere now « Junior or * senior, would you have welcomed
such a course before isnfclnff your selection of e jss .Jor course
of study?
80
mi 122* Total Beoly
53 £5 118 B
No 20 28 H8
Per cent of Student Body - Yes 3U.g Mo lU.l
Per cent of those rns«ering question - Yes Jl.l Bo 28.
Q
Test Group - Yes 8 Ho 2
Per cent of Test Group - Yet 80.0 Ho 20.0
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objective as an incentive to study. (14:68). It
would, therefore, seem desirable to incluue the course
in occupations in the freshman year. This conclusion
is further substantiated by the replies of the junior
and senior men as to the desirability of having occu-
pational information before making a selection of a
major course of study. The fact that two-thirds of the
men answering this question, as shown in Table 8, mxild
have welcomed the course in occupations before their
junior year, carries the implication that were this in-
formation available they mxild have made a different
major selection. Cn the other hand, the import .nee of
occupational information in course selectio is ques-
tioned by two-thirds of the ^omen students who have t*»
ken such a course. (Table 10). Such a difference of
opinion between the men and women may be attriuutea to
the usu il lack of correipondence between anticipation
iiki reality, or to the definite limitations of career and
course selection for women, or even to the inability of
the student to appreciate the potential v JLue of such a
course. Vocational counselors have been, and probably
will continue to be, faced with the very real difficulty
of obt ining practical information concerning occupations.
Counselors and placement officials generally arp?ee, how-
ever, that the safest and most beneficial voc itional gui-
dance is self-
;
;uidance based on adequate and reliable in-
formation.
fable 10
Student juestlonnnir* (Cont.)
II. Occupational Inforaation for Voaen.
1. Do you feel that the course in "Vocational Opportunities for
*o*en» on* bee or will be of
-enuine value to you in your
selection of a course of study?
No
Ho 19 27 1? Ii n
16
Per cent of Student Body - Tes 13. 3 So 22.6
Per cent of those answering question - Y.s 37.2 Bo 6?.
8
Test Oroup - Yes 3 Bo 3
Per cent of Test Group - Yes 50.0 So 50.0
2. Do you feel that the course in "Vocation*! Opportunities for
Women" has been or «*ill be of genuine v?lue to you in your
selection of a future occupation or career?
IBM. im 13& Total telly
1? 12 11 n 63 10
* 19 19 1U U 56
Per cent of Studant Body - Yes 20.0 Ho 17.7
Per cent of those anserine <?u«stlon - Yes 5?.9 Bo U7.I
Test Group - Yes 6 Ho 2
Per cent of T»st Group - Yee 80.0 No 20.0
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It is interesting to note th.it the upperclass vomen
were skeptical of the value of the vocational course in
selecting a future occupaUon or career. * any of the stu-
dents expressed the belief that the course *ould be mere
beneficial if given later than the freshman ye xr. Their
contention being th t in tue freshman year their exper-
ience was too limited and the necessity of a decision too
remote for them to put the inf ormation to practical use.
The n^ter of timeliness is import.int in the consideration
of the effectiveness of occupational inform ition, and pro-
bably c m be decided only throu^i experiment .1 i.e thuds,
*s definite aids to the student in carrying on self-
guid nee in the field of vocations, nuiaerous blanks h; ve
been devise . A rather complete battery of nalysis blanks
iasued by the .eroonifil and Placement dure «u of ;<utgers
University are reproduced in appendix IV. uch forms
could be used at the end of the course in occupational
Opportunities, and would proviue a sound basis for the
vocational guidance that »»ould logically follow such courses.
In all probability, the duties of giving vocational coun-
sel dtfid of conducting the courses in Occupational Opportu-
nities would fall to the regular Placement Officers, .uch
in arrangement would have many adv Jitages, one of the most
important being, that it would bring aaout an e^rly x-
cuaintance between this officer and the stuaent. Regard-
ing the relationship between student and vocational coun-
selor, .alter aingham expresses a very intelligent attitude.
In speaking of the difficulties involved in vocational
counseling he says;
"T.-day, with the best resources available, student
and counselor can reach only tentative conclusions,
fortunately, there re compensations for this l^ck.
It is not wholly to be regretted that no forecasteris capable of predicting with entire precision the
sort of career a person might most appropriately
undertake j for such a counselor would be tempted to
rob his client of the privelege of self-discovery.
The wise counsultant asks more questions th m he
answers. He raises considerations thit challenge
thought, stimulate self-appraisal, develop an ob-jective attitude toward self
-analysis, and encoirage
explorations into unfamiliar areas of experience.
oelf-kno vledge is a gradual growth. To gain a clear
understanding of one*s aptitudes is an achieves at
of years rather than of hours
-s aide to self-unaerst nding, scientifically con-
structed test3 of aptitude are not a substitute
for insight and con. on sense. They may, however,
serve to supplement or modify the considered judg-
ment of a counselor who combines and weighs all the
facts, from personal history and personal interview
as well as from the test record. " (1:12-13)
D. Aptitude Testing
Aptitude testing has come to be recognized as an im-
portant objective aid to all phases of guidance, eithc-r
education 1 or vocational, although at present Massachu-
setts it ate College his no -efinite testing program for
the purpose of measuring aptitudes, abilities, personality
traits, and interests, plans for such a program are now
under consideration. The students have expressed a rather
definite attituue toward this phase of guidance. Sixty
per cent of those returning the student questionnaire state
th .t they recognized the lack of sufficient know ledge and
understanding of their i$>titudes and personalities to
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choose a major most wisely. ai even larger number,
as shown by Table 11, indicated that they would appre-
ciate tije opportunity of participating in a testing
program. This response shows a he -lthy desire on the
part of the students for i better understanding of
themselves.
In his very thorough study of aptitudes and apti-
tude testify published recently, .alter Bingham suggests
some pertinent factors to be considered in the selection
of tests for guidance use.
"Consider most c refully the evidence tfeftt the test
is valid for the purpose in hand. i test can be
'^ood* only in relation to the specific purpose to
which it i3 put. It may be used; 1) to hel,3 in
estimating the probabilities that a person cm
achieve the educational status appropriate for en-
try on an occupation he is considering, ana that
his mental powers will be ecual to the demands ct de
upon him while trdning for the occupation, and
after j ) to find out the relative strength of his
special aptitudes for undertaking different kinds
of activity; and in particular, to reveal exceptional
talents; 3) to indicate Aether his interests are
such that he will probably enjoy the \#ork and its
associations; 4) to help in ascertaining any limita-
tions or s ecific disabilities which should be
corrected before undertaking the occupation or be-
ginning the special course of training for it.
These are obvious uses. In addition, tests may be
given in order to stimulate a person to think ser-
iously about his plans, so that he .ill make de-
cisions only after due consideration of the facta
as to his aptitudes; and also to help him to get an
objective attituae toward himself and his abilities."
(1:221)
While Bingham refers particularly to vocational gui-
dance, the purposes to be considered in test selection
appertain equally for educational guidance.
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Teble II
Student
-flueetionriaire (Cont.)
III. Aptitude Testing.
X. Do you feel thet you h*ve sdequ,te kno^led^e *nd undersi.nlin*of yourself (/our ^ilities. aptitudes. 2 ^r^litl) to
•elect your stnjor most wisely? Wf' 0
„
1939 \3ho 19U1m ***** S»n *Q*«n Men gOBcn fc^ loaen Tot*l Renly
Ko * 9 mi* 6o a 7u 4 }og
Per cent of Student Body - Yes 18.9 So 28.9
Per cent of those fcnswerins question - Tee 39.6 Ko 60.U
Test Group - Tes 6 Ho 18
Per cent of Test Croup - Tee 25.0 Ko 75.0
2. Would you be interested in taking various teste of *ptitadee,
Abilities, nnd nersenility?
1938 1939 19H0 19m ^
kSM—12SSIL K«n Woaen teen foaen Men Women Totel Kenlv
55 ?9 «? 22 81 S I03 p "t?6 "q"
*° ?1 5 S 10 6 k 12 U 8U
Fer cent of Student Body - Yes Uq.O Ho 7.8
Per cent of those answering question - Yes 83.5 So 15.2
Test Group - Yes 21 No 3
Per cent of Test Group - Tes 88.0 80 12.0
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Without doubt the mostly highly developed of the
numerous psychological measures are those related to
scholastic ability or fa* ellicence. Colleges, in search
of a standardised and objective indication of the pro-
bable success of applicants, have curried on extensive
experimentation with scholastic aptitude tests.
The use made of these mental tests depends upon the
nature and the policies of the particular institution.
At Northwestern University the scholastic aptitude test
score is a determining factor in the admission of stu-
dents in the lower half of their secondary school clits
or of th 03 e graduating from non-accredited schools. In er
their new plan of admission, Columbia College requires
either the Thorndike or the College Board scholastic ap-
tituae test score as part of the entrance credentials.
In general the coefficient of correlation between
mental test scores and college grades has ranged between
.40 and .60, depending upon the test used and the insti-
tution using it. -uch a relation is not sufficiently
hi^h to warrant the use of mental tests either as the
sole baijis or even as a predominant factor in the selec-
tion and admission of students. The mental test results
would seem to be most useful in the admission policy
regarding borderline cases, parti cularly since these tests
have been found to be a better indication of probable
failure than of auece3s.
In a study made at the College la is 7 of the com-
parative validity of high school marks and mental teat
records in predicting college success, McDonnell iouni
that "high school averages are sone^iat superior to
either the mental test scores or a combination of high
school marks and mental test scores in predicting college
success at Massachusetts gri cultural ^olie,;e. : (16;1£3).
The results of her study show the fallowing correlations
between college marks and mental test scores or hi,gh
school marks or both. 'The average coefficient of corre-
lation of high school and college marks was ,53, the
aver i ;e coefficient of correlation of the mental test
cores and college marks was .44, and the average coeffi-
cient of correlation of the combination of mtntal test
scores and high school mar&s (with college marks) was
•60. (16:34)
Thus it may be seen that at this time ttft 7) nigh
school mirks were of gristiff value in predicting an
a;> ;lie j fits college success than mental test scores Mould
have been* In the past ten years, however, experimen-
tation has increased the predictive value o; mental tests,
so that it is generally agreed that a combination of high
school marks and rental test scores constitutes a more
valid indication of the student's probable success than
does either of these factors considered alone.
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Ia 1932 Holway made a thorough-going analysis of
the comparative validity of subject matter in certain
scholastic aptitude tests. He found that the Massachu-
ttHi BtUjgi Scholastic, Aptitude Teat had greater
predictive value than either the Arm* Group Examination
Atlfcl or the Psychologic^ Examination. (9:151). The
development of this test by the staff of the College
Psychology Department is a sound indication of what may
be done both in providing a predictive measure particu-
larly adapted to the needs of the College, as well as
in contributing to the improvement of diagnostic instru-
ments for the educational and vocational guidance of stu-
dents.
A more common and perhaps more valid use of mental
test results than in the selection of students, is in
the educational guidance of students after admission.
In 1935 approximately 85 per cent of the colleges and
universities in the United States employed standardized
tests for diagnostic purposes. (18:235). One of the
chief difficulties encountered in the effective use of
these tests is the limited understanding and sympathy on
the part of the faculty regarding the nature of -^titude
tests. uch a condition can be overcome only by the in-
stitution of a sound testing pro gran, which will gain re-
cognition in proportion to its effectiveness as a contri-
bution to the guidaice program.
The reai Its of intelligence teats may likewise
play an important role in vocational
-uid^ce. Throng
extensive rese o-ch and statistical compilation,paycho-
lojiata have been ;ble to determine critic a scores or
many of the professions and occupations. These criti-
cal scores, bases on statistic.}! probability, indicate
the minimum intelligence necessary for success in a
iven occupation. In view of the fact th t professional
schools have coiae to depend upon the results of mental
tests in selecting applicants for advanced atuuy, it
wuia seem advisable for the College to use similar test
results in its voc tional guidance program.
\t present the use of the Medical iptitude Test as
a basis for admission into meaical college his become
such a recogiized practice that those making a score in
the lowest three percentiles are seldom considered for
admission. Considering the inportittce of this test to
;;re-medical students it is si^nific tit to note that tie
scholastic aptitude tests <dministered by the College
to aH new students correlate very highly with the moi e
technical medical test. Of the 150 cases recently
analyzed by the Psychology Separtme ist » it was found teat
the coefficient of correl vtion between percentile rank
on the Collage tests and the percentile rank on the Me-
dical ptitude Test was .76. iuch a illation warrants
the use of scholastic aptitude tests as the basis of
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guidance for students considering medicine as a career.
If a student because of his limitations in intelligence
will be denied entrance to a medical school even after
completing t*o or more years of pre-medical training,
should he not be inf ormed of this probability before
uniertaking his co llege specialization?
If mental tests or intelligence tests were to be
used in vocational guidanc* at the College, definite
steps would have to be taken to increase the reliability
of these measures* Through close contact with under-
graduates in the past few years, the writer is convinced
that not infrequently students a proach the taking of
mentl tests in an indifferent or mildly antagonistic
attitude. Such a situation results chiefly from insuf-
ficient motivation. For the students realize th t the
results of these tests, taken immediately after entering
college, can have sli?£it bearing upon their status as
students. *'ith admission as a possible incentive, stu-
dents =*>uld be more likely to consider the tests in a
more serious li^ht, and thus Increase reliability of the
test results. If it were impracticable to administer the
tests before entrjace, the student should at least be in-
fo naed that the results v*>u3d play an important part in
his subsequent guid/aace.
Vocational Aptitude Xests *
Not the least among the many difficulties com renting
a vocational counselor is the paucity of accurate
measures of specific aptitudes related to professions
and occu^tioiB feat college graduates desire to fol-
low. Indus try is developing, to be 3ure, with the
assistance of trained psychologists, numerous ^titude
tests for tiie selection of a.ployees} unfortunately,
these tests re not generally applicable to college
guidance. The hx&L of significant tests for the more
coroplex professions and accup^tions such as medicine,
te^chi^, selling, and business may be attributed to
the difficulty of isolating the various factors that
contribute to success in these fields. Indeed, counse-
lors h ve code to reco^ize that valid measures of per-
sonality, intelligence and interest are as important
in such #uid aice as are tha e of specific skill or abi-
Such a situation should not inilitate against tihe
sme use of tho^e available measures of the fund,eent&l
capacities, such as mechanic
.1, manual, ;usical, artis-
tic, and scientific aptitudes, a definite lack of Itt
cal talent as measured by a ba-tfcry of the Seashore teats
should be sufficient justifl cation for a coun elor to
reoosHiend serious aeliber-tion by the student before c-n-
aa>^ae$tey^*£o^ tnaabeteke 4he
place of cost .on sense, but should r ther auke ::oro re-
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liabie the counsel of the vocation a adviser.
Vocational Interest Inventories
On* of the most frecuent questions posed by voca-
tional counselors to students seeking advise is, "What are
you interested in?" Interest has coias to be recognized
as an important factor in successful achievement. In-
terest and satisfaction are so closely linked that the
presence of the former may be considered a significant
predictive factor to the vocational success and adjust-
ii»nt of the individual. Interest alone is not sufficient
basis for the selection of a vocation, but it constitutes
a very real motivating power that frequently murks the
difference between vocational adjustment and maladjustment.
Psychologists ^nd. counselors, realizing that the
dimple statement of interest on the part of the individual
concerning a career is often transient and unconsidered,
have attempted to devise a measure that .vould be both re-
liable and easily administered. The most thoroughgoing
irl.erest inventory now available is that developed by
£• K. Strong, strong's Vocational Interest Jlank is
based upon the statistical analysis of the interests of
men successfully engaged in more than twenty different
occupations. This blank through the large number and
variety of its it eras imi cites a significant differen-
tiation in the interests of persons engaged in the typi-
cal vocations.
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There are several important reasons why the deter-
mination of a person's interests shouta have a bearing
upon vocational counseling. The first and most impor-
tant purpose of interest inventories is, to find out
whether or not the individual will like the work he is
considering; the second is, to ascertain whether the
individual will have congenial relationships with his
fellow workers. 4 third, and more remote reason for
knowing one's interest, is based on the relationship
that exists between interest and ability; the fourth,
and a rather considerable one in early counseling, is
that such a me asu re may point to fields of activity
which might otherwise be overlooked*
These interest inventories would be a valuable ad-
junct to the vocational counseling program at the Colie e
provided the counselors recognized the limitations and
the true purpose of these measures,
g rsonality Measures
another consideration, much more elusive of measure-
ment than intelligence or aptitude, but none the less im-
portant in vocational and educational guidance, is the
personality of the individual student. In its broad as-
pects personality is one of the most comprehensive of
psychological concepts, for it couiotes both the presence
and integration of dynamic tendencies. Allport has de-
fined personality as "the individual's characteristic
reactions to social stimuli and his adaptation to the
social features of his environment." (11:321). For
the purr^ose of measuring or aescriaing these reactions
and this adaptation, numerous devices have been con-
structed* These measures en be little more than indi-
cators of tendencies because of the complexity of the
thing to be measured. AM yet it is important that the
student and his counselor know wherein lie his strength
and weakness of pe rsoaality , to the end that the strong
points may be capitalized upon and the weaknesses over-
come.
The common measures of personality are the ratir§
scale, the questionnaire, and the objective test. *11
of these might ell become valuable sources of personnel
information, if used discreetly.
Placement Service
inasmuch as the function of vocational guidance &s
part of the work of the Placement :^rvice has been con-
sidered under the section devoted to Occupation!! Infor-
mation, discussion here .vill be confined to the function
of placement in employment* The proper placing of a stu-
dent in employment is ai import mt and delicate task.
Part- time employment while in college, a job during the
summer, the first position, or a change in position after
graduation, may influence a person's -vhole career as *ell
as his ttitude towards his college, industry, or hi3
profession. Because of preoccupation with studies and
college activities, the {student seldom has opportunity
to make direct contacts with possible employers. To
co riensate for this situation, it is the task of the
Placement ervice to provide students with employment
inform tion and facilitate the employment >roce33 by
brinjin,.; to the attention of employers the qualifica-
tions of students interested in positions.
Fro si the student's point of vie ; su^jof employment
serves several import nt purposes; first, it makes
possible the c^rniig of a considerable prt of the ex-
penses for the coming ye irj seoond, it provides definite
vocational experience; third, if the ri^ht position ie
secured, it av/ serve is a tryout in his professions
and fourth, it may lead to permanent employment fter
graduation. *t the present time, the Placement Service
at the Colic -je, because of the inadequacy of its staff,
is able to do v*ry little in assisting students to fird
suitable summer employiasnt. vlthou'h the St.. f of the
Placement Service does not question the need or the de-
sirability of 2« effective suniaaer employment projr^,
\n .atteept was made to determine the student attitude
toward such a service, .he replies t* the .uestiona^re,
reproduced in Table 12 ,leave little room for doubt.
Practically eighty-five per cent of those submitting
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Table 1?
Student ^ueetionnsire (cant.)
IV. Placement Service
1. Do you feel th*t the Place-sent Service should Institute a more
extensive progress to bain students r.acure surfer e^ployaent
T
193« 1939 19**0 19U1 s0
Bfll *Offi«m teen Sqffteq Een goaen Men Woaen Tot*l Benlr
67 ^0 91 18 79 17 90 a U03 uu
*o 8 lU 9 1? 5 6 9 9 7?
Per cent of Student Body - Tee 37. S Ho 6.7
Per cent of those answering question - Yes Sk.S Mo 15.2
Test Grouo - Tes l6 Mo 7
Per cent of Test Group - Teg 65. Q Bo 35.O
2. As fnr as you neve been able to observe, h*>s the Placement Service
cprried on en effective profrrfia for tens-tiiae ermioyaent for unSer-
^radu* tes?
193« 1939 19U0 19U1 So
¥fU *9»seq freq ^osen Ken Somen Men Somen Total fcenly
]
*3 23 t-9 25 59 ?1 SO tt 35U 6s
Ho ?b 3 27 3 a h xu x 9?
Per cent of Student Body - Yes 33.? Ko 9.1
Per cent of thor< aswering question - Yes 78.5 So 21.5
Test Group - Yes ?1 So 2
Per cent of Test Group - Yes 91.0 No 9.0
3. As far 1 s you heve been able to observe, has the Placement Service
carried on an effective program for assisting grsdurtes find
permanent employiBent 7
1938 1939 19^ 19^1 Ho
Men i^wa Sen %o»en Men ^o«en Men Cornea Total Reply
Yes ~ PT TT S 5 1? 17 139 192
Mo kj IS 5? lU 31 6 IS 2 188
Per cent of Student Body - Yes 13.0 Mo 17-7
Per cent of those nnzwrinz ouestion - Yes 1*5.5 Ho 57*5
Test Group - Yes 5 Ho l6
Per cant of Test Group - Yes 2*4.0 Ho ?6.0
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replies ftel the need for a more extensive summer em-
ployment prolan. It is interesting to note th .t ft
larger percentage of men favored such an increased ser-
vice than
-somen. This may ./ell be explained by the
facts thst fewer *omen are interested in suaimer e^nlc -
merit than men, and that the present facilities of the
Service permit greater consideration for such employ-
ment ;'or W§men*
The reed for the development of a pro, r ^ to assist
students secure desirable summer employment is quite
.v parent; the institution of such a projram is, hewever,
largely dependent upon the appointment of a placement
official whose duty it ,vouli be to organize and conduct
this writ*
. art-time employment
The necessity of complete or parti H aelf-support
constitutes a definite personnel problem for many stu-
dent a* aortumtoly rather extensive and adequate pro-
visions are made at the College for the granting of
financial aid to students. All forms of stuaent aid,
such as loan 3, scholarships, and employment are coor-
dinated under a faculty co it tee on stuaent aid. e-
fore a student may receive financial assistance from
txhe College he must file . detailed report of his ex-
penses and sources of income. This budget serves both
to inform the co a- ittee as to the student* s need for
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assistance and to give the student a clear conception
of hie own situation. In the light of the students'
need for assistance the various forms of aid are ad-
ministered.
It is upon the basis of the recommendations of
student aid committee that part-time work through the
College Is assi^ied. The effectiveness of this phase
of the placement work is attested to by the replies of
three- quarters of those returning the student question-
naire, (Table 12), Because of the funds available under
the National Youth Administr ation and those
-Appropriated
by the state for work done by students in the various
college departmentst a very large percentage of the stu-
dents desiring employment are assigned to some position.
Of the five hundred undergraduates who applied for part-
time work in the college year 1937-1938, four hundred
forty, or 88 per cent, secured jobs, fhile need is the
primary consideration in the granting of positions
throu^t the college, every effort is made to match the
student's experience and vocational interests with the
work involved, to the end that valuable training as well
as remuns ration will benefit the student.
There is need for Improvement in the part-ti me em-
ployment pro grin, however. Satisfactory placement of a
student in employment th t is suited to him is not always
achieved, *id considering the unpredictable dif-
ferences of individuals such a goal can never be com-
pletely attained, but Detter adjustments would be
possible if more specific information concerning the
duties of all positions was provided those making the
employment assignments, xhe technique of job onulyaie
used in inc.uatry, in a modified form, seems desirable.
enior Placement
The satisfactory placement of the senior student
is in m*iy respects the objective of the entire per-
sonnel program, and as such it is both a difficult and
a ael ic ate task. The task becomes more difficult if
there is not present in the minds of the college offi-
cials aid the students a clear conception of what the
purpose and the responsibility of the Placement Jervice
is. Not infrequently the college senior approaches the
problem of permaient employment with the attitude th t,
having completed four years of collegiate training, he
may expect the college officials to ''place" him in a
desirable career job. i.ven if the relations between
industry and a college placement service were such th, t
each graduating student could be assured of a career
position for the askix*.;, few personnel officials, either
in education or industry, v»ulu coi.aiend aich a neglect
of individual initiative. Jlearly conceived a college
placement oureai is not an employment agency, but a ser-
vice nhich, through the bit) ad contacts and cumulative
tx;«rle&aa of its sta.fi, W*f be able to offer definite
occupational information as ^ell m assistance in BUfc*>
iig more effective the ItsjderiL's contact <dth proa-
; active employers*
study or the senis* employs® nt questionnaires
submitted by 171 mn in the College class of 1&38 shows
that at least two -thirds of these students needed to
bec;in at once a systematic employment procedure. Of
the 171 stu ente giving information, 35 expressed the
intention of continuing study in a professional or gr**-
duate school, 2-6 sJd that they already had a pla
prospect, aid 110 revealed that they had no placement
prospects at the time, More significant tfeaft the large
nusfcer without present prospects was the f set that 12
of these students had been in college more than three
years, but still lacked a career objective. This in-
form -tion clearly MgfMll the need ior a positive pre-
gr m to proviae both vocational guid.aace ana ./-t:-^ le
information concerning the fffrfflfTrtftffl that hire college
graduates,
Shi replies of ohe students to the question re<;ard-
ing the effectiveness a£ Vie Placement f-ervice in assist-
ing -a\i.;u.tes find permanent employment, (Table I ') ^hr.v*
a snrked lade of conildence on the part of uore than
fifty per cent of those submitting aa opinion. This lack
of ooafidence asv be attributed, in part at le^st, to
the previously auntioned ais conception of the purpose
of thu Placement , >rvice f as well as to the noticeable
tendency shovrn by students to postpone the undertaking
of a systematic self-analysis and occupational oppor-
tunity study*
in important aspect of the \iork of the Placement
Service is the bringing togeth^jr of the representatives
of employing organisations and the students having an
ink er est in and until IfIml }mm for entrance upon a
career with these orgmiz ..tions. Through the experience
of the officers and the facilities at their disposal
interviews are convicted in an expeditous and business-
like manne r» This arrangement permits a saving of tits
and effort both for the employers and the students. For
the convenience of the interviewer, the placement offi-
cials make available a concise record of each student's
eduction.il and vocation! back round* 'Che se services
cjn be carried on much more effectively by one office
titan by the various academic departments* For this reason
every attempt is made to have the Placement Cffice serve
as a cle aring-house for graduate employment. Not that
ny attempt is isvd© to curtail the activity of the Mfe»
bers of various departments in utilizing their profession-
al contacts for the placing of graduates in employment}
for the members of the faculty gflttl rl ly have more inti-
mate knowledge of the occupa tional opportunities in fields
related t* their m#k than fee placenent officers
Qfttllu hope to h^Ve.
i'Ke increasing effectiveness oi the PiaceLient
S***** .e^ to depend upon Its many-sided growth ant
expansion, »TJW*»a aot only of facilities, out growth
or .epuWtion la the eyes of the students, alumni, and
potential employers.
F. Preliminary Contacts between the College and Prospective
Students
•
The extent 10 ahich the personnel program will in-
clude a definite effort to bring the opportunities of
the Massachusetts ^tate College to the attention of pros-
pective students and thus perform a pH-co liege guidance
service depends aLao^t entirely upon the attitude of the
College administration toward this developing nt. appar-
ently this service is in rather general use among j&eri-
Ml publicly controlled institutions, for a recent survey
conducted oy the Rationed. Educational Association snm s
that of the eighty-five publicly controiieu colleges and
universities included in the study 34.7 per cent make
direct coil act with part of their prospective students.
The most coicaon methe a of uiakii%j pre-eolie^e contacts is
thioi^n a representative of the college *ho visits the
various second ary schools. Such a representative could
o-ive valuable guided ce without indulging in the ques-
tionable forms of college reex^uiting. The extent to
which the College mi^ht carry its contacts with pro spec-
7tive students has b ; en ^ell suamrized by the liational
education
.ssociation Bulletin:
1. Published ilftia tion may properly be aent
to hi^i schools with or without iavit ition.
It is ethical to display such mat ri 1 in
high schools, but those in authority are
under no obligation to the colleges to arranre
3ueh displays.
2. High school authorities ©ay properly assist
their students in obtaining part-tii^e aork,
loans, scholarships, or other forms of finan-
cial help announced in college bulletin, but
it is unethical to seek forms of assistance
not thus listed in published, statements.
3. Colleges may properly hold high school visit-
ing days aziu hi-a schools should feel free
to announce auch programs and allow students
to attend them.
4. It is unethical i\»r a college to craaloy any
representative venose salary depends on the
number of students recruited*
6. High schools may properly invite college re-
presentatives to appear on guidance pro«^r ns,
but such representatives should refer to their
own institutions only in reply to direct ;uek-
tions from students as to facilities ^nd offer-
ings. (16;76J
G. Selection of tudents
* lon^-rmfce view riaist be taken if an effactive
selective process is to be adopted by the College. It
is impossible now to say whether or not the number of
qualified applicants will become so iar^e that souse
basis other than scholastic achievement will be necessary.
The rapid increase in the number of qualified *©men arpli-
c Jits and the more moderate increase of men applicants
are definite indications that the college in the near
future sill find it essential as /.ell as desirable to
-7 -
carefully select its students. (f>ee figure III)It
should be clearly understood that a selective system
is not primarily for the benefit of the institution,
but as part of a personnel program it constitutes a
*Jor fonr, of juid sice. This fact has been Mil ex-
pressed by the dejn of a state university which faced
a situation comparable to th X now likely to confront
the Massachusetts tate College officials. Dean
Johnston of the University of Mime sota pointed out
the benefits of selection.
Ifeft Benefits o£ election
"The necessity for some decree of selection at ex-trance to college because of economic and oth^r limi-
tations which appeal both to the institution and to thegener a, puolic has never been questioned; nor has thebenefit of selection to the institution in its intellte-
tu a interests ever been doubted. It has gene r day been
reco^iized also that the e elusion from college of these
*ho are in reality least c .a ole proves beneficial to
the students who are admitted. The advmU-e *hich has
gc .rcely been recoffiized is that vtoich the selection of
students bestows on those who are rejected.
Parents expect the public schools to make e due ted
people of their children. I boy whose innate mental
and physical powers fit him for a mechanical trade is
educated ahen he is pro erly prepared for a trade that
he liises and is provided with a certain fund of general
information, together with a liking for reading or con-
versation which will keep hia informed on the affairs
of the day. uch a boy is not educated by being sent to
a school or college ^/here the kind of work done is beyond
c v acity (jf his mental, iqulp—Bt« The purent has a right
to expect public education for hi a <*>n t out someone must
exercise judgment as to what kind of education is fitting
Ihe present method of alio ing th.-t boy to make a wroig
choice of school and then flunking hia. out is not bene-
ficial. This kind of selection comes too late to help
him pre ire for a suitable voc tion.
Students tiio have hud low stmolngs in the secoik .ay
Figure III
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school come into college under great handicaps. They
often have a difficult and harrowing experience. Fail-ing they return hone discouraged and disheartened and
are less able than before to make a success of a suit-
able vocation, if they can ilnd it."
One of the significant elements in selection according
to i)ean Johnstons
"The dissemination of Information from universi-
ties, colleges, and high schools until the general pub-lic is acquainted with the basis of selection in indi-
vidual of frankly facing the facts in order to find
his place. Individual differences are the sole ground
for social organization and the only means by which theindividual may discover his place in society. (11:244 -5)
The most reliable bases for selection cannot be
determined in a summer or in a year, they should be de-
cided upon only after thorough research has been carried
on to ete rains the factors that contribute to academic
success and failure. For that reason it would be highly
desirable if a research project were set up, with the
necessary control groups and complete personnel records
for entering students, and carried on over a period of
several years. Through experimentation the predictive
value of the various measures of scholastic aptitude,
personality adjustment, ana social compatability might
be increased to the point where they could be used ad-
vantageously in the selective process.
H. Freshman Orientation
The orientation of the new student calls for a fo-
cusing of practically all the personnel services, but
to prevent auplication of discussion only those features
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of the service peculiar to the problems of new student
ad 11 be considered under this topic. M has been pre-
viously mentioned, the new student is introduced into
the business of being a college student during the
special period of freshman veek. this period serves
too important functions in the personnel program, that
of informing the student about the college, and that of
informing the college about the student. In the absence
of adequate measures of the effectiveness of this period,
one wouM venture the opinion that the present program
^t the College is more successful in realizing the former
purpose than the latter. In other words, the College
is missing a fine opportunity to secure importst per-
sonnel information through objective measures and fact 1-
ty interviews. Certainly this is the ideal time to fa-
miliarize the student with the fact that personnel ser-
vices «re aViilible to assist him in making a satisf-ctory
adjustment in the college comiunity. Through well-con-
sidered interviews with counselors he will come to re-
cognize that the e .re those in the college family who
are interested in him as an individual, lhere ure cer-
tain limitations to this brief preliminary period of
orientation of which the personnel authorities should
be cognisant. Knode has made an appraisal of freshman
week activities, and he makes the following observations:
77
1. ****** week is a successful institution
which bids fair to become a permanent e-
vlce.
^. it is not a panecea for all orientationills.
3. The fre uent failure of college officials
to follow u;> the contacts made during f resh-
man week is a lamentable weakness of aich
programs.
4. Ko freshman week program should be under-
taken .vithout careful previous study.
5. ^fter being inaugurateu, freshman week pro-
.cr.ims should be subjected to continuous
stu.y. Uo;87)
I. Physic a and Mental Health iervice
as has been suggested in the foregoing chapter,
the present f acilities :br the physical aevelop-^nt of
the individual student at the Colleja are comparatively
adequate. The outstanding iced for development in this
regard is the integration of health information into
the fitrttliil program, so thaL import lit con.A tions in
the individual's health will be given due consideration
to prevent the student's undertaking more, or perhaps
even less, than he is physically capable of accomplish-
ing • Mm exact statement of the student's health should
be included in the record that is made available to all
of his advisers. 1o neglect thi; is to invite maladjiist-
merit and inadequate counseling. Improvement could be s
in the following up of health disorders brought to lifht
by the regular physic 1 examination. ,>:.perience has
shown that the student cannot be depended upon to report
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the reoccurrence of a chronic disorder, iuch perio-
dic re-examination could be carried on without over-
emphasizing the students difficulty.
One of the amazing and certainly disappointing
tendencies of college administrators in years past
has been their unwillingness to admit that there mi^ht
be members of their college student body who were in
definite need of mental hygiene or even psychiatric
treatment. This attitude was probably the result of
the former lack of know ledge concerning mental or
personality difficulties and of a hardy inuiviau ulism
that eschewed reference to the abnormal. It is im-
possible to estimate the results of this ignorance and
indifference, but observation is sufficient to impress
one with the reality of mental illness, emotional
instability, and ml adjustments among the members of
• student body* firce the Great 3f*r the principles
and practices of mental hygiene have been developed to
such an extent th t colleges are now able to present
a partial solution, at least, to these problems.
One of the great needs for development in the
personnel program at Massachusetts >tate College is
the provision ibr the organized application of mental
hygiene services. An important advance toward realiz-
ing these services would be the appointment of a full-
time or even part-time psychiatrist. Among authorities
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the consensus is that this specialist should b*
attached to the Department of Health, that he should
be a man with medical background and with additional
training in clinical psychiatry, and that he should
be of .such a type as to ins ti 11 confidence in faculty
and students alike. It i3 quite apparent that with-
out a person so qualified, the work might well be
delayed. For the aork of an incompetent or indis-
creet psychiatrist vou3d result in greater a if facul-
ties than are to be found where a mental hygiene ser-
vice is not maintained.
The rapid spread of mental hygiene services in
American colleges at a time *hen financial conditions
suggested a curtailment of services rather th^n ui
increase is distinct testimony to the importm% role
uch services play in the total program for indivi-
dualized education.
J. Personnel Records
The most important consideration in individualized
educ ation or guidsoce is the seeirg of the individual
\anole. Inability to see the complete individual leads
counselors to give insufficient or inaccurate guidance.
The most valuable aid in gaining a total picture of
the student is m accurate and comprehensive personnel
record. The American Council on i^ducation has carried
30
on extensive research toward the perfection of an
adequate cumulative record for college students*
the following are som of the criteria it has set
up for a good record card;
1. The record must fern trends of development
of abilities and i:t rests.
3
it must be based on accurate erasures and
concrete observations
.
The record must provide a means aor record-
ing measures and observations in eomoarable
and meaning- ul ter:..., ,:x-rev r such aeasurea
are available, but must at the s me time
provide for convenient recording ana clear
differentiation of whatever measure*, sub-jective and non-comparable, may be available.
4. The data should appear in a form and order
capable of showing their interrelations, thus
presenting a coherent and int e lated picture
of the inu iviaual.
6. The record should be capable of mick read-
ing} hence it should be in graphic rorm so
as possible. (16:201)
A distinct med in the present personnel prpjpr—
at the College aould be inct by tte installation of a
centralized ;ecord system, using a personal card that
fulfilled the above specifications. uch a card, re-
produced in Fig. iv, is now available through the Ameri-
can Council on Sduc stion. anis cummuiiitive record .ol-
der is both h%hly servicable Ml inexpensive, in addi-
tion to being inclusive and graphic. >uch a card would
likewise serve as a folder for the inclusion of special
info tm tion regarding the student, with all or parts
of the i ecord available to the proper persons.
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*hile the individual curomul.Uve record could
a t be turned over indescriminately to all .ho ,iahed
information concerning the student, it would be
valuable source of infonsation to Jeans who must ta*e
disciplinary acUon, to com ittees responsible for
making awards, to scholarship coiraitteea, to student
nominating committees, and cost imports t of all to
educational and vocational counselor*, ho re uire
some ialiction of the student's past experiences
sad achievements, v centralized record system would
do much to coordinate the numerous services in the
personnel program.
R« Personnel ^ese orch
Service, as a function of personnel work, has
been described in its various aspects* nese rch,
while as a iunctioa of the personnel staff is not
an ena la itself, must go hcnd in hand with peraon-
a 1 service. For without research the personnel pro-
pria ould lack direction and criteria of effective-
ness. The most immediate need in the future develop-
ment at' the program at the Massachusetts :tate Coile.:c :
seeas to lie in the field of reae >rch.
ror the purpose of illustration roae projects
are here enuroer rtcd thut ^0u3d ae af value in orient-
ing and evaluating the College's personnel pro.^rtm.
election and admission.
Factors of success and failure in oo lle^e
Prognostic value of Intel licence tests, person-
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ality ratings, and other criteria.
^kiuc ati onal duid mc e .
Value of special faculty guidance Tor atuaents
having scholastic difficulties.
Heasons for scholastic ret-*rd..tion, elimination
und mortality.
V due of tfiidmcG for students with hljh intelli-
gence test scores and low grades.
Incentives to stuay.
Comparative valut; of re uired and elective courage.
Vocall oikil Guid ance •
Vac ational infarction and mono ;r>phs.
Value of occupational lnformu tioa.
Influence of occu rational objective upon scholas-
tic success.
urvey of occupa ti onal success of graduates.
Improvement 0f guidance interview.
Opportunities :or summer employment.
decords.
Improvement of record i*orms«
ImportJice af records in personal guid nee.
This list is far from complete, <sid as the program
extended its services, further need would arise for
scientific nieasurement ox' remits, ihere are actually
two aspects of personnel research , one, the analysis
and technical Investigation of problems, and the second,
the utilization of the findings of this research and
the interpretation of the reaults as they affect indi-
vidual student a. To develop the student ve need both
the findings of research ani their human application.
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Vhile extensive research has not been carried on
by the various departments in relation to the effec-
tiveness of personnel services offered by these depart-
ments, some research has been accomplished by other
agencies, the results of which have a direct bearing
upon personnel problems. In 1936-1937 a federal pro-
ject under the amergency aelief administration *ct
was conducted at the College in an attempt to determine
the factors contributing to co liege success as indie it ed
oy grades. For the purpose of illustrating v&at nay fce
done in the «ay of personnel research, eom of the fin..-
ings of this survey are given below, a thorough analy-
sis of the i :olications of these results seeius ill-
advised, since it aould lead far beyond the purpose
and scope of this present study.
On the basis of the research carried on relative
to the personnel inforjaati on supplied by the members
of the Glass of 1936, the ibllowing conclusions may be
considered significants
1. That there is a j irect relation between per-
sondity r :ti%*s and college rades. a the u ,
a personality rating made by the officials of the high
school from which the student *vas jradu^ted and his
average college mirk, it was founa that students hav-
ing a personality ox" si and below received a scholas-
tic average for four years at Colli je three points
lower than that received by students having a person-
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ality r >ting of ei(;ht ana above, If the personality
ratings were not influenced by the student's scho-
lastic achievements, these lindings would in;ic^te
that personality has a direct bearing upon .cholas-
tic success.
2. That a similar relation exists bet .een
"accuracy" ratirga ana college grades, it is not
strange that the same 0rade differences were found
as in the ease of the personality rating, since ^ecu-
racy is a personality trait.
3. That there appears to be a "best" tiiae to
enter college, for a relation was founa to exist be-
tween the age a stud on t started his college course
And his composite college st^rk.
The following data Mfca this clears
Standard
deviation Age
4.38 16 yrs.
4.98 IX yrs.
3.73 18 yrs.
2.44 over 18 yrs.
This inform tion should be of value in the tie-
teraire<tion of entrance policies.
4. That a relation exists between place of lodg-
ing and college grades. Ihe averaje college nark for
stuaents living in college dormitories or pimate
homes was from tao to three points higher thm that of
the students living -t ho,je f avl one point hi,.:her thai
:.u- i.M;r of College
,„
Cases ,.yprfu?e
26 77.00
105 8 -.8
52 77.16
10 73.3
that of students liviqg in fraternities or sororities.
Ihicfa fact should be recognized in the College's attitude
toward commuting,
5. That participation in sports and activities in
college to the amount of ten hours per week is more con-
ducive to college scholastic success than is a greater
or lesser participation,
6. That certain coefficients of correlation exist
between the composite college grade for four years and
other measures of intelligence;
Number of
Casea s
172
1G6
Different Constant
Criteria Criteria
Mental Teat College Average
Coefficient of Probable
Correlation >lrror
T3§2
166
168
166
28
157
47
49
Mark in High
School Social
studies
High School
English
High School
Mathematics
High School
French
High School
Commercial
Subjects
High School
Science
High School
art A Music
High School
Vocational
Subjects
College
average
College
Average
College
Average
College
werage
Collage
average
College
Average
College
Average
College
Average
.403
.436
343
.043
.042
.305
.31
.194
.289
.27
.132
.047
.04
.122
.049
.091
.083
.87-
The most significant of these coefficients of corre-
lation is that between High School English grades and college
grades. While .436 is not exceptionally high, it is suffi-
ciently high to warrant the consideration of past success
in the study of English in the admission of students.
Perhaps the moat valuable result of this federal re-
search project has been the suggestion of what may be accom-
plished through the cooperation of agencies in making per-
sonnel research.
Coordination of Personnel Services
Frequent reference has beta made throughout this study
of the personnel program at the College, actually this is
a rather premature use of the term, for at present a clearly
conceived and completely integrated program does not exist
at the institution. It is not difficult to recognize the
inter-related nature of the personnel services, since they
all have as their object the adjustment and growth of the
individual student. Certainly the results of the testing
program should have a bearing upon the educational and
vocational guidance progrtaa, the health of the student upon
the extent of his self-support or educational undertakings,
the occupational objectives of the student upon his curri-
culum selections, and personnel research upon all the ser-
vices, vnd yet the present arrangement at the College is
characterized more by the independence than by the inter-
dependence of the various services. To some extent the ad-
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ministration of the several service* taust be maintained
disUnct and separate because of the very nature of the
work carried on, CoordinaUon of services is possible,
however, without any one service losing its identity.
Perhaps the most important step toward bringing to-
gether the related personnel services into a progressive
program would be whe assimilation of the personnel point
of view by the entire organisation, aith the individuals
and groups concerned with the various aspects of personnel
work in agreement as to the alms of the work as a \£iole,
the fact of coordination could be readily attained*
The responsibility of coordination would of necessity
be delegated to one individual or to a small faculty consul
tee, for the goaeral charging of responsibility to the en-
tire group of persons concerned with personnel services is
not specific enotgh to be effective. The position of
Director of Personnel has been created in many institutions
to provide for the supervision and coordinating of all ser-
vices, uch a position is essential in a university with
several undergraduate schools, and should be filled by a
person not affiliated with any particular school. In the
comparative homogeneity of a small college this position
«ould be more or less nominal and could be filled by a per-
son already having contact with many of the services. Until
the College becomes a university or greatly increases its
enrolment, the need for a separate personnel office and
staff is not pressing. hat is illative is that the
present officials beooae more awe of the personnel p
grdm as a 4io3e f and see more clearly the place their
particular work fills in this vshole.
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Chapter IV
Conclusions
km Summary
Vhile this analysis of the personnel services at the
Massachusetts State College has be en more of a philosophic
then a scientific study, certain conclusions sees warranted:
1. That even in the absence of a definite personnel
program, numerous personnel services are now offered by the
college. These services include;
a* The selection of students for admission (to
a limited extent).
b. The orientation of new students.
c. The educational guidance of students through
faculty advisers.
a. The supervision of student health.
e. The assisting of students secure fin ncial aid
from such sources as scholarships, lorms, and
employment.
f • The vocational guidance of some students.
g. The assisting of students secure employment after
graduation.
h. The keeping of partial records for all students.
2. That on the basis of the replies of 43 per cent of
the student body to a questionnaire, the attitude of the
students toward some of these services is as follows:
a. Present advisory system inadequate for from
thirty to sixty per cent of the students.
b. The vocational course ror women is not of value
in the selection of • course of study for
sixty-tvo per cent of the om^n.
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or xne women in the selection of a career,
d. The part-time employment program is not effect! ve
The program for assisting graduates find per-
*2nS?5.^1oy1iient is not effective accoraiL
*o fifty-seven per cent of the students.
3. That on the same basis as number %m t certain ad-
ditions to the personnel service would be desirable, namely;
.
one-credit course in Occupational Opportuni-ties for men.
°* 2?*Sff£453* * t3ke various tests of aptitudes,abilities aid personality. '
c.
.
more extensive pro gran to help students secure
~r employment.
4. That the present personnel records are inadequate
for sound educational and vocational ^Tiidance.
°» Tna *» insufficient provision is made ior the mental
health of the student3.
6. That little or no significant personnel research
has been carried on at the College.
B • Recommend iti ons
In making these recommendations, the writer recognizee
fully the obstacles that lie between the pointing out of
a need aid the final answering of it. He likewise realizes
that this stud,, has not been sufficiently scientific to
serve as anything more thai en introduction to the serious
consideration of peraonrtel problems at Kassachus tts State
College. On the other hand, until thought is given to the
developing or ti* personnel ear-vices am action VJcen, the
institution will fail to provide ade^ately for the adjust-
ment and developamt of the individual student.
On the basis of the foregoing study and to the end
that the College may more effectively serve Hi students,
the follov/ing recomtasndations ««*e izade:
1. That provision be made for the direct contact of
prospective students by ,, representative of the Collage,
so that the objectives and opportunities of the institution
may be more clearly understood.
2. That thorou^ consideration be 0lven the factors
that contribute both to the oucceas and failure of students
at the College, ho that a more effective selective process
could be e.tablijhed f If and hen necessary.
J. That full-time counselors for freshmen and sophmores
be provided, in order that the problems of these students
might receive more ada^uate consideration than is at preset
4, That, in the absence of full-time counselor;;, com-
pensation be made in the teaching load of freshman and
soph&ore advisers, to permit their giving more effective
guidance.
6. Thut, in the absence of a full-time counselor for
aophaores, faculty advisers be designated for these students
within the student's ra Jar division, each adviser to have
no more than fifteen advisees.
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6. That faculty advisers be selected on the basis
of their interest, ability and desire to serve .6 educa-
tional counaalors.
7. That faculty advisers be kept iztforoed regarding
all curriculum ch nges, as well as the scholastic progress,
health, extent of self
-support, etc, of his advisees.
8. That the effectiveness of the educational and vo-
cation il
-uidnce proems be aoasnred, so that improve-
ments and valuable suggestions mi^ht be cade.
S. That a cour^ in 'Occupational Opportunities*
be provided tor oen students.
10. That the most beneficial tiae for suca a course
be deteimined through a consideration of the success or
f lilure of eimil.ir aour ;e_ at other colleges, and eventual-
ly tarough a study of its effectives ss at this College,
11. That a systemstic and extensive progr^aa of apti-
tude and personality testing be instituted, with particular
emphasis upon the tests having value as diagnostic .nd
prognostic iieasures that, raijht be utilized in euucational
and vocational ^uJdimce.
12. Th.it a cunsaulative record be kept for each student,
on which would be included all pertinent personnel infor-
mation aid *hieh *ould show clearly tiie individual's trenfle
and tendencies.
13. That the placement staff be increased so that an
effective pro^rfin fbr assisting students secure suitable
suiaotr eaployc&at might de established.
14. That the part-time employment program be better
coordinated to the abilities *id needs of the individual
s indent, through * more eureiul analysis of specific job
requirements.
lb. That the facilities of the Placement service
be better ad^ted to -ssist students finu part-Uiae em-
ployment in the IocJl community, to the end that more stu-
nts iji^ht secure financial assistance through employment.
16. That the contacts of the Placement Service be
broadened, in orJar to increase the effectiveness of senior
-ind graduate placement.
17. That a survey be at.ue of available literature re-
lated Iaj careers, professions, and occupt*txons, and this
literature ue made le^uiiy accessible to students interested
in pelf guidance.
18. That the services of a psychiatrist ue made avail-
able to stuuents, and a so una pio^x-cn for went 1 hygiene
be est iblished.
19. ihat well-conoid ereu research be carried on in re-
lation to all the personnel services.
£0. Ihat the students and faculty be informed of the
personnel services available, and of the conditions under
which Uieae services can be most effective.
1. Ihat provision be iifctue ior the satisfactory coor-
dination of the various personnel services.
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APPENDIX II
PHYSICAL SXAMINATIOH ESCOBD
Height
Color &yes
Color Heir
Chest Korea!
Che*t Expanded
Chest Contracted,
Eyes, At. & Lt._
Sye IUMN
Herring. St. * Lt
Nostrils, Ht, * Lt
Teeth, C. ?. or P #
Thro** t
Tonsils
E*re
$Wn
Gl^ad 3yt.
Herni*.
m
Xenr* System
Zxtre&itles_
?o sture
Breathing
Lungs
scalar Sys.
Heri t
Pulee 1 Al
Br. 1 s He-R»» f Benort
for
Photo
:<r < e Bias
T.x^s la- t Ion r -a
O.K. Athl-
eticg
Ull.
Si
Sp. Sr-r Kill*
Vaccinations and Inoculations
Placement Bestrictions
Be eid^nce
feaily History: Father: Urinalysis:
Mother:
siblings;
Personal History:
Illnesses: fce^sles l^imps Chicken Pox Shooting- Cou^h Scnrle t~Fever
Diphtheria Tonsillitis Influenza Pneuroonir- Pleurisy
Typhoid fc&laris fiheuwtitB Infantile Per*lysi* Apnendicitis
Accidents:
____________
-
Ooe rations:
Kftme:
Clsss:
*.**e fit -nt:
fcedic*! History in College:
APPUNDK III
Home Address Phone
College Address * Pho^
Fraternity Father's Occurs tlon
~~~
No. Brothers Sisters
Itell^ious Preference
m
Heigh_ Weight Physical Handicaps
Prep or High School Hecore:
Scholastic Standing Honoy Societies
Athletic Activities.
Non-Athletic Activities
Farm Background U-H Club
ifork Experience vith Samings:
How will your college course be financed?
Persons! Savings $
Fsjoily Assistance $
Loans $
Schola rshiT>s $
Part-time Employment $
Intelligence Tests
Aptitude Tests you have taken» He suits
Career Objective.
What contacts do you hrve in this field?
Summer Activity Plans:
Necessary action by Pis cement Office:
College Record
Freshman Year. Scholarship H^^j. tfr
Activities
____
Employment
Summer Activities
Remarks
Sophomore Year. Scholarship Health
Activities^.
Snplovment
Summer Activities
Remarks
Junior Year. Scholarship.. Health
Ac tivi tie s__ ________
Eraployment
Summer Activitie s
Rema rks „
Senior Year. Scholarship ___ — fcfti th
Activities _
Employment
,
Summer Activities
Remarks „
Name Class 123^56789
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Rutgers University
Bureau of Personnel *ad Placement
(Senior Placement)
la flarse Dat*
2, Indicate ten specific jobs in which you are interested.
4.
2.
rf.
3. I 3 8.
4* 9,
5. 10.
3» Indicate the specific anc palient features of each job that interests
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
f>.
7.
ft«
9.
1.).
4* Where have you applied for work?
5. What it your greatest attraction to the prospective employer?.
6, Indicate your specific assets or aptitudes.
Exp^rionce
_
Personality.
Education * Background,
n^rtflli Social
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RUTOVBS UNIVERSITY
Bureau of Personnel and Placement
(Senior Placement)
Job An*lr^
ft
X. «. In what type of .Job can I be of greatest utility to the em-ployer and myself?
b. Present? c . future
2
'
S' ml**?*
*** clflc t°*> or Jobs am I applying? a. Place of Job in
' it? , organisatione. function? #< Specifications
of higher position?
f. Salary limits?
3. a. Ordinary lines of promotion? g. Minor duties and ree-
b. Understudy jobs? ponsibilities?
c. Mated Job s? h
. Ssgular responsibilities?
d. Advanced Jobs? 1. Irregular responsibilities
e. What are duties and responsibilities? during work, slack, or
f. Major duties and responsibilities? emergency?
k. Whet experience does the Job offer which may be used in other work? Where?
5. a. Is training oral? c . Written?
b. Oraphic? d. performance?
6. a. What is length of training period? c. Job training?
b. Formal school?
7. a. Prequency of promotion? c. Opportunities?
b. Basis of promotion?
8. a. what is the primary business of the company?
9. a. What Are the products or functions of the company? f. Tangibles?
b. Utility? gt Intangibles?
c. Seasonal? h. 3errlce?
d. Luxuries? i. Philanthropic?
e. Staples? j. Governmental?
10. a. what is the organization of the company?
b. Who controls the company?
11. a. What is the personnel policy of the controlling company?
b. Is it a "family* company?
c. Does it lend security?
d. Insecurity?
e. Opportunity for adTancement?
1?. a. Is there an efficient coordinated and centmilzed comnany person-
nel policy?
b. Departmental?
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13.
1H.
15.
16.
23.
2U.
It
?7.
Job Analysis (Cont.)
le there a safety and he."lth service for employees?
a. Are there educational facilities? e. Outeide courses?
b. COBJpPCy cour*«-
?
a. Are there recreational facilities? b. Sating facilities?
ft.
b.
c.
d.
Whet it the salary?
Coiotfisrion?
Bonus?
Piece fcete?
17. e. Hours?
b. Day?
c. Kight?
d. Overtime?
e. Drawing account?
f. Pension plan?
g. Insurance?
H. luncheon included"?
e. Sunday?
f. Holiday?
18. Is there a physical examination required?
19. ft. Does work require ohysicpil dexterity? b. feental dexterity?
?Q. ft. It Job ne«r hoae?
b. Involve connsuting?
1. a. Doe Job require strong physique?
b. Height?
c. Weight?
c. Involve t reveling?
d. Seat appearance?
e. ?iea tiag personality?
f. Strength?
22, Whet are age limits?
a. Sex'? b. Iterital state? e. Color?
Does work necessitate specific training: i.e., Accounting, Engineer-
ing, Stenography, Chemistry, &hici*tion. Typing, etc.?
Does work require specific experience? i.e., 3*10*, Mechanical,
Clerical?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
t»
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
Does work necessitate specific personality qualities?
Inspiration? g. Tenacity? 1. Aggressiveness?
h. Ambition? s».
i. Cheerfulness? n.
J. Alertness? 0.
k. fnthuslasst?
Sincerity?
Concentration?
Tnct?
Courage?
Self-control?
Judgment?
Common sense?
Does work require speed? i.
Accuracy? j.
Leadership? k.
Coope nativeasss? 1.
Initiative? su
Adaptability? n.
;>ependalllity? 0.
Care? p.
Optialsa?
Stability?
Serious mlndedness?
Har»r>y carefree contentment?
Karneetnests?
Honesty?
Integrity?
Loyalty, etc.?
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?9.
30.
31.
3?.
33.
3U.
35.
36.
Job Analysis (Cont.)
ft. Ability to m»©t people?
b. L#ad people?
c. Follow instructions?
a. Work outdoors?
a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
b.
b.
Work require driving?
Standing?
Sitting?
Surroundings clean?
Dirty?
d. develop people?
e. Discover details?
f. Asmm© responsibility, etc.?
b. Indoors?
d. Walking?
e. Lifting?
e. Orderly?
d. Lonely?
What is the type of competition? c . Laborers?
Are aseocietee college graduates? d. Clerks?
I i work repetitive?
Varied?
c. Heavy?
d. Active?
e. Automatic?
Is work subject to extreme temperatures?
a. Is work hasardous
b. Tire?
C Explosive?
d. Electricity?
e. Steam?
Religion:
a. Protestant?
b. Jew?
or unhealthy? f. gye*
g. iters?
h. Lungs?
1. Serves?
#• Skin?
k. Limbs?
1. Machinery?
m. Cbenicals?
n. rB tigue?
o. Endurance?
p. Sanitation?
c. Roman Catholic?
d. Quaker, etc.?
37. Nationality:
a. Americen born?
38. Intelligence:
«. High? b. Low?
b. Parents Americen born?
c. Average?
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RUTCiERS UHIVFJISITI
Bureau of Personnel and Placement
(Senior Placement)
A, Pergonal
1. a, Is my name awkward to pronounce?
b. What Impression does It convey?
2. a. What is the nationality of ay parents? c. Religion?
b. Education? d. Occupation?
3. a. What is my age? c. Health? e. Weight?
b. Height? d. Physique?
I. a* Where was I bom? c. louth?
b. Where did I live in childhood?
5. a. How many brothers and sisters?
b. Dependents?
^. a. Is ray appearance repulsive? c, Heutral?
b. Indicative of cere? d. Careless?
7. a. An I courteous? d. Brusque? g. Hypocritical? j. Lethargic?
b. Heutral? e. Genuine? h. Aggressive?
c. Inconsiderate? f. Affected? i. Passive?
3. a. Do I talk easily? d. Use wide vocabulary? g. Use bad Grammar?
b. Deliberately? e. Make words count,? h. Limited vocabulary?
c. Ordinarily? f. At loss for words?
9* a. If my voice pleading? c. Weak? e. Disagreeable?
b. Agreeable? d. Loud?
10. a. Is my pep energy sverage? c. Normal? e. Lazy?
b. More thr-.n average? d. Easy going?
11. Am I mature for my age?
B. Education (curricula and extra-curricular)
1. In what subjects am I tstinctly weak or strong?
2. Hsve I enjoyed working *ith people or things?
3. a. What has been my training? c. Secondary school?
b. Primary school? d. College?
4. a. Has my training been specialised? b. How?
5. a. What has been the nature of commendation or criticism from
ray instractors?
b. Family? «• Friends?
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Background Analysis (Cant.)
6, »hat deficiencies or attributes does it indicate?
7. a. What is my rank: in class? c. «hy was it not?
b. Could it have been better?
3. a. Have I indicated leadership? g. Accuracy?
b. Initiative? h. Neatness?
c. Ambition? i. Thoroughness?
d. Executive ability? J, Judgement?
e. Cooperation? k. Faithfulness in duties?
{ * Honesty? 1, Deterainatijn, etc.?
9. Where and under what conditions?
10. a. Hoy? veil do I get along with people?
b. Do I follow or lead?
11. Is ray v.ord respected?
12. Can I budget time «nd money?
13. a. Is my mentality alert? e. Original? I. Uncertain?
b # Slow? f. Conventional? j. Vacillating?
c. Torpid? g. Stereotyped? it. S&gacious?
d. Neutral? h. Decisive? 1. Injudicious?
m. Illogical?
14* *• Can I give, take, and follow orders? b. Which do I like most?
15 • a* In what «tytra-currlcular activities did I participate? Why?
b. Why didn't I participate in others? (be specific)
16, s« Honors? c. Societies?
b. Clubs*? d. Fraternities?
17. a. Do I inspire confidence? b. &how promise?
C. Fxperlence
1. a. How -id I spend ay summer?? b. What did I learn and earn?
2. a. What did I do during the college year? •« Kow much did I earn?
b. What did it teach me?
3. a. Can I uso former employers as reference? b. Who?
U* What Job would I have selected?
5. Would I have chosen the work at which I was engaged if I had an
absolute free choice?
$« What did I like about my first jobs? Why?
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Background Analysis (Coat»)
7. *?hat did I dislike about ay first jobs? Why?
3. a. How well did I perform my job? c. Did I fail?
b. Were ay ftPliMf satisfactory?
9. Could I have done a better job? How?
10 • For what qualities was I praised or criticised?
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HUTOSHS UNIVKKSITT
W&mj Of PKRSQNNKL ABD PUCKLiCNT
(Senior Placement)
Summary
1. The typet of wrfc for which I am fittedi
a) TYPE
WHY?
—
~
b) TYPE
WHY?'
e) TYPE
tnrt
d) TYKE
WHY?"
P. The o^portunitlon of obtaining employment for which I iw qu«llfl«»d»
Mm Um3&M Por«on to
3. Bow pm I ^olr\£ to dewelop ay opportunities?
a) /rlendi
b) Profescort
c) /ormar employer^
d) Businef* aetoclft tee
e) Neighbor s
f) Employment pjgenciea
<y) Personal rlelt and communication
HAT DO X HAVP; TO 3KLL?
Ak I GOING X0 ,)-iA, ITT
HO* AM I GOING TO IT?
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